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ABSTRACT

TECHNICAL ADVANCES IN NEUTRON POLARIMETRY AND STUDIES OF TI{E (P,N)

REACTT.N ,* I3a

The asymmetry in the 4tteqfirrr¡4ue reaction has been measured at

three different íncident neutron energies: 19 "40; 22.85 and 27 .3I
o

MeV, and 120" from forward direction. Values of the asymmetry have

been used to calculate the pol.arization of fast neutrons produced ín

t.t," 13aqn,d-)I3*.

The La(n,ñ')13N ,u""tion was studied as part of a

programme being undertaken at the University of Manitoba Cyclotron

Laboratory to study (p,n) reactions linl(ing isobaric analog states of

mirror nuclei in the energy range of 22 to 50 MeV. The study involves

-Í L1- ^-^1-.-i-^ 
^/fr\ 

.iñ +L'¡ raa¡fì¡na comparlsoll oI LIIe Pf ()L(Jtt dLtdli dLLLé Pvwer r Ã\e,, t

13C(È,o)f3l¡ to the neutron polariza1ion in the inverse reaction

t3a(n,ì)t3*" The irnportance of rhe comparison between these tvlo

observables is based in Conzett's polarization-analysing po\^ler Eheorem

for time reversed reactions, the theorem states that the proton

anaryzing por^7er in the reaction 13c(È,o)13u is equal to the neutl:on

13c(p,ì) t3t provided the reacËionpolarization in the reaction

proceeds between members of an isospín doublet and when charge symmetry

an<l time reversal invariance hold exactly. Ilowever isospin symmetry is

broken by the Coulomb interaction" So comparison of anaLyzing povrer
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A(0) an<l pol.arization P(0) should yield inforrnation on the breaking of

isospin symmetry by the Coulomb force.

To carry out this experiment a high pressure helium-xenon

polarirneter r¡tas designed anrl built; Èhe polarimeter consist of a

stainless steel cylin<ler closed at both end by t'r^7o acrylic win<lows'

The scintillations produced inside the polarimeter by the recoiling

helium nuclei are transmited to t\^Io phototubes optically coupled to the

acrylic windows" A remote controlled system for the filling arrd

venting of the polarirneter vras buílt and used duríng t.he experiment"

This polarimeter was used as an analyzer in the asymmetry measurements.

Because of Ëhe low

performed using two large

Therefore it r,Ias necessary

multiple scattering in the

neutron flux, the experíments have been

(NE-213) side detectors and a broad geometry.

to correct the <lata for finite geometry and

target using a Monte Carlo computer code.

At higher energies, around 50 MeV, there

scattering cross section and an increase of

is a decrease in n-He

IIe-re coÍ I range.This calls

existíng liquid

aim of improving

for a maximun l-arget density; for this reason an

helium polarimeter was redesigned and builÈ with the

the energy resolution and light coJ-lection efficiency.
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OUTLINE OF TI{E TI]ESIS

Chapter I is a brief theoretical introduction to the

problem. It discusses Èhe comparison between proton analyzíng po\^7er

and neutron polarization. These two observables should have the same

magnitude(SaSB) for the reacËion stated at a given cm energy and they

have been proved by Byrd(By$l,B3) to be identical by means of spatial

symnetry arguments in the case of (p'p) and (n,n) elastic scatteringn

Ilowever, they are riot necessarily Ëhe same for (prn) reactions.

Departure from relation P=A could imply perhaps both

l) Isospin SYmmetrY breaking

2) An asymmetric spin-flip transition.

This is a very important statement

comparison of the t\^lo observables

the i,Íanico'oa Cyciotron.

and more data are needed for the

especially within the energy range of

Chapter 2 is divided into four sections, The f irst t1,ùo

sections describe t.he experimental arrangement and the electronics

usedn The experiment was carried out in tv/o parts separated by 6

months however; the main features \¡Iere common to both runs ancl for

that reason emphasis is given to the description of the fírst part of

the experiment. The third section is devoted to the work done in the

design and construction of a high pressure 4rr. gas polarimeter.

Helium has been used for many years in the measurement of neutron

pol.arization. It scintillates in both the liquid and gaseous states.
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A liquid polarimeter has the advantage of having a much higher density

than a gas polarimeter, however a gas polarimeter does not present any

of the cryogenic problems related to the liquíd helium polarimeter.

Both are useful, and for practical reasona ra7e have used the gas

polarimeter in the experiment described in chapter 2" Section four

clescribes a superconducting solenoid. In order to minirnize the

instrumental asymmetry introduced during the experiment a

superconducting solenoid has become an íntegral part of most neutron

polarimeter systems. The magnet allows rotation of the spin of the

neutron through 1800, thus interchanging the roles of the left and

ríght detectors without exchanging their positÍons"

Chapter 3 is devoted to the analysis of the experiment.

This includes measurement of the asymmetry and the corrections for

finite geometry and nultiple scattering using a }Ionte Carlo computer

codeo The polarization is then calculated using the experimental value

of the asymmetry and the known value of the polarimeter anaLyzing power

nat 120"" In order to compare the neutron polarization ancl the proton

analyzing po\^rer, t\nro entirely different experiments are necessary. The

first is the olte described in thís thesis an<l the second is the

experiment concerning the inverse reaction, which will be carried out

in the not too distant future"

Chapter 4 is dedicated to the liquid helium polarimeter'

its design and performanceô An existlng polarirneter(8i68) has been

redesigned in order to reduce the boil-off rate of liquid helium and

improve the energY resol-utiono
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CHAPTER I

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND



1. I INTRODUCTTON

The nucfear force is spin-dependent. Early worlc of Mayer

the nuclear shell moclel established that it rvas necessary

the nuclear Flamiltonian terms which explicitly contain

At low energies the

contribution which can

between the P(0) and A(0)

reaction mechanisms involve a

result in a

Page 2

and Jensen on

to include in

spÍn" The

the nuclear

more complicated

In part icul.a r ,

by processes which

realization chat spin-dependent forces are funclamental to

interaction led to experiments which are selective in emphasizing such

spin-dependent effects" Throughout the past decade polarised nucleon

beams have been used extensively for this purpose, and this program has

already greatly improved our detaÍlerl understanding of the

nucleon-nucleon interact ion.

The comparison bet\^reen the neutron polarization and the

proton analyzing po\¡rer for (prn) reactions on light nuclei has been a

subject of interest for many yearsè The two observables should have

rhe same magnirude ( Sa5B) . Ât ior¿ energy , the Lane mociei, in its

simplest version neglects the spin of the target, and for this case

Byrd(8y81,83) showed that the values calculated for the observables are

indeed ldentícaI by spatial symmetry for (p,p) and (.t,n) elastic

scattering. However, they are not necessarily the same for (prn)

react ions .

non-d i re ct

relationship

d i ffe rences

observables "

between P(0) and A(0) can be produced
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involve isospin rnixing and spin-f1íp transitions(By83)"

The equality of proton analysing po\^Ier ancl neutron

po¡arization has been demonstrated by H..E. Conzett(Co74), and is known

as Conzett's theoremn The theorem states that the analyzì,ng pol^7ert

A(e), in rhe reaction A(È,n)8, should be equal to the po1-arizati.on,

p(e), in tl-re reaction A(p,l¡n pro.rided A and B are isobaric analog

states- i.e that A(p,n)B is quasielast:ic.

This t.heorem is l¡aseçl on the assumption that the (p'n)

reaction invol¡¡ed connecLs isobaric analog states" Consequently one

would expect the results to be more nearly correct if the target and

residual nucleus are members of an isospin <loublet (mirror nuclei,

T = I/2 ) than if they are members of a larger isospin multiplet. This

is because a Af, = 1 (prn) transition between members of an isospín

doublet corresponds to a tB00 rotatíon in isospin space ancl

invariance under this operation only requÍres the lirnited assumption of

charge SymmeËry. 0n the other hand, conservation of isospin for a

^T: 
1 transition between members of a larger (T>r l) isospin

rnultiplet requires complete rotational invariance in isospin space

which is synonymous with the more general assumptÍon of charge

independence "

Arnold(4r77) on the other hand has expressed the

difference (P - A) in terms of transitíon probabilities Tr. , where

the subscripts refer to the poLarization of the initial proton and the

f inal neutron. Using rr1\rr and "*" to denot-e spin up anrl spin down,
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P( e) (r
++

(r -F T
+v

I¡ the case of polarized incident beam, v/e measure the analyzing po\Áler

A(0) as the difference in sums over outgoing polarizations.

++++)
+T )

+T )
++'

TA( 0)
++

( )T +T( I I
t+++

tr{e may nor^7 compare the polarization and analyzing pol¡/er by expressing

them as a di:Eference in transition probabilities¡ i.ên¡

P(s)-A(e)=21'¡ T)
++'

t"2
++

If we now <lefine the spin-flip S(0) probability as

s( e)

and the spin-flip asymmetry AS(0) as

As(0) T T (Ã-P) I 2 1"3
++

Probabilities,

algebraÍ.ca1ly

=T +Tt+ +t

++

+T

T and T aret+ ++

their sum and <lifference are

lT I ¿-T T
+t ++ +f

tAS t<s

++

both positive,

related by:

therefore

r.4

tA(o) - P(o)t <2s 1.5
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From equations (1"3) to (1"5) above r¡re can extract some very important

conclusions with respect to the difference between the analyzing power

and the polarization. First frorn (1.4), ASfQ is obtained only with a

non-zero spin-flip probability SfO" Since spin flip is forbidden for a

spin-zero Larget by parity conservation, we obtaín the trivial result

that P=A for that caseo This result suggests that target spin may be a

necessary consideration in un<lerstanding cases of PlA. Further, to

obrain pl[, the 
^Sl0 

condition (1.3) states that spin flip alone is

insufficient; one must have an asymmetric spin flip, i.e., unequal

probabílities for T^* and T*^.

The arguments mentioned above indicate that an

asymmetric spin-flip mechanism is a necessary conclition for PfA. These

arguments may be combined to obtain the following t\,/o minimum

requirements for observatíon of plA in (prn) mirror reactions:

I) isospin symmetry breaking, anrl

2) an asymmetric spí.n-f1ip transition.

The prÍnciple of measurirrg the degree of polarizaxion of

a beam of fast neutrons is well knowno The beam is elastically

scattered by a sample the anaLyzet, conposed of nuclei chosen so that

neutrons \,Iith spin t'upttare scattered preferential ly to one side, while

those T^7ith spin ttdov/n" are scattered preferentially to the other. The

resulting asymmetry in scattering is equal Ëo the product of

polarization of the incident beam and the anaLyzíng poT^7er, which must
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be known in order to determine the polatizalion of the incident neutron

beam. For the special case of elastíc scattering the ana1_yzing po\¡Ier

is equal to the polarization that would result if an unpolarized beam

of neutrons of the same energy \^Iere scatterecl through the same angle.

Experimentally the left-right asymmetry is calculaterl from Ëhe

expression:

N
L

N
R

1,6ê

+

Then usíng the expression e = P(0)A(0) the polarization

can be calculated, or one can proceed in the reverse mode; using a

beam of known polarization measure the asymmetry and then calculate the

analyzir1g po\¡rer" The measurement of the asymmetry is customarily done

by means of a double scattering. Polarized neutrons are produced in a

nuclear interaction, either directly in a charged-particle induced

reaction or else by elastic scattering of unpol.arized neutroÌls procluced

previously in some charged particle induced reactionn After such a

polarízed neutron beam is scattered by a sample, the neutron must be

detected by rneans of another nuclear process¡ ê"$re (nrp) scattering in

a scintillator.

li{ost neutron <letectors are not effective energy

spectrometers, this means some method of energy dÍscrimination must- be

contrived in order to obtain polarizalion information for all elastic

N
L

N
R
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scattering measurements when the inelastíc channel is open, or for the

highest-energy neutron group produced in a charged-particle induced

reactionn For this reason neutron experiments have concentrated on

tL

scattering f rom H, D, 'He
'r, 

160, tnd most reaction sttrdies

involve light nuclei where the groups of neut,rons are well separated in

energy. Both time of flight techniques and coincidence spectrometers

(where the scatterer ot: analyzer are in a scintillator forrn), have been

employed to obtain varylng degrees of energy resolution.

Inordertominimizetheinstrumentalasymmetry

introcluced duríng the experiments a superconclucting solenoid has become

an integral part of most neutron polarimeters. The magnet allows one

to rotate the spin of the nelrtrons through 1800, thus ínterchanging

the roles of the 1eft anrl right <letectors without changing their

pos it ion"

I
t

The one nucleus f<¡r which the
lt

neutron analyzíng po\¡ler <lata exists is 'Ile

most compiete set of

and , in consequence r is

the most useful analyzer' It has been widely used in both Lhe liquid

and gaseous sEates" In both forms it scintillates. This feature is

used to discrlminate against the high baclcgroun<l present in a neutron

experiment "

In the last few years a significant contribution to the

comparison of the P(0) and A(9) observables at low energy has been

undertaken at the Triangle Universities Nuclear Laboratory (TUNL).

This comparison of P(O) and A(0) includes (prn) reactior," o., 3H,

'u" , 
11g .rrd l3C ,r,r"l.i (By83a) , (ToBl ) , (MuBl) . Their approach
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extended the polarization-ana1yzing po\¡rer theorem(Bí59) for the elastic

scattering of nucleons to include a quasielastic model of (p'n)

reactions" This argument compared the bombarding energy EO to the

Coulomb displacement energy Ac between the initial and final states"

Equalíty of P(0) and A(0) r,roul<l be expectecl at energies En Ereater

thanabout3A.
c

The conclusions of this group for the measurements of

(p,n) reactions on light nuclei from 3L ro I5N tt" that these

measurements no\^7 provide a fairly complete picture of the differences

ber\^reen P(0) and A(0) in (p,n) reactions on light nuclei at low

energy(up to 11 MeV). Although additional shel1-rnodel calculat-ions

will be required to obtain detailed inforrnation al¡out the source of Èhe

differences or their sensitivity to nuclear structure parametersr some

relatively simple arguments have been able to explain most of the

dependence on target mass anci -bombar<íing energy. In parcicuiar (i) the

quasielastic approximation (ByB3) shows that P(0)=A(0) for energies

uo7 3 4., (2) Arnold's discussion (Ar77) of the spin-flip

asymmetry s(e) shows that Âs1g¡=9 is a necessary condition for

P(O)-A(0), and (3) the isospin symmetry arÉ¡uments of Conzett (Co74) ancl

I¡Iilkinson(I^h-56) suggest an explanation for the dependence of

differences on þombarding energy and target mass" Agaln, these sírnple

arguments can only suggest situations in which a difference rnight

exist; further shell-moclel calculations will be needed to predict

whether a difference should actually be observable or to provÍde a

detailed explanation of its significance.
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Birchall an<l I'lcKee (BiBf ) shor¿ed that asymmetry of Ëhe

spin flip is, in fact a consequence of the breaking of charge symmetry

or t.ime reversal invariance. The argurnent used in this case is that

the (p,n) cross-section for orr,l cat be transformed into the (n,p)

cross-section for oU., under detailed balance, spatial rotation, and

charge symmetry" On the other hand, Byrcl et al(By83b) claim that this

point of víew <loes not Ëake into account the microscopic nature of time

reversal. According to them the comparison of the two observables in

practice is impossible. From the "microscopíc" point of view the tirne

reversal ínvariance constraint connects scattering states which cannot

be created experimentally, such as coherent combinations of incoming

spherical r¡raves. This distinction between macroscopic reaction and

microscopic reversibility indeed has very importånt cons€Quênc€so

Biedenharn(Bi59) identi:Eied the actrral relationship

between the P(0) and A(0) observables for a pair of lnverse experiments

a*A l¡+s. If for example two experimentally observed states 
I 
a+A)

and l U+n; are represented i-n terms of microscopic states of definite

total angular momentum, lo¡, and lß)., then the polarization P(0) is

given in terms o:[ the S-matrix by the weighted summation over the

amplitudes S^ =(g lslcl), This is a very important statement, because
þo¿

rhe equality P(0) = A(0) at the macroscopic level has been reduce<l to a

requirement of microscopj,c reciprocity for each value of anguJ.ar

momentum, that is, to the equality lSgol= lSoß1. Then it is necessary

to find the connection between time reversal invariance (TRI) ancl

reciprocity" Coester(Co51) showed that ínvariance under tíme reversal
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requires that Sg¡¡ = Scr.r, ß.r where- lc[ a> and tß t) are time reversed

versions of the microscopic staÊes involved ín the P(0) and A(0)

experiments. The transitions represented by tOO,ßt are not directly

involved in the A(0) experirnent" These transitions are dynamJ.cally

possible but experimental-ly very improbable. Coester(Co51) extended

the connection between a reaction and its time reverse to obtain SCI op

S^ which provides Ëhe necessary connection between the mi.croscopic
[Jcl

transitions in the actual P(0) and A(0) experiments'

The argument to discuss posslble mechanisrns for

differences between P(e) an A(O) could be inverted. If a process is

invariant under time reversal, then its S-matrix is symmetric (in a

particular choice of representation) and P(0) for any binary reaction

is identically eqrral to A(0) for the inverse reaction. Observation of

a dif ference between P(O) ancl A(e) rvoulrl be a direct violatÍon of

and therefore also areciproci ty

violation of

between the inverse reactions

time reversal invariance.

The above discussion stresses even more the necessitY of

two observables, especially

20 ancl 50 MeV"

collecting more information to compare the

in the range of mediun energy¡ iuê', between
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERII4ENTAL }.IETHOD



In this

and the electroni-c

poJ-arization by means

chapter a description ís glven of the

circuitry used in the measrrrement

of ,r-4H" elastic scatteringô

2"1 INTRODUCTION
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equipment

of neutron

the University of

C target, proclucing

reactíon" These

The unpolarízed proton beam f

Manitoba Spiral Ridge Cyclotron impínges on a

polarize<l neutrons via the t'.(n 
,ñ') 

13t

rom

13

partially

neutrons are Ëhen scattered from a hígh pressure helium target userl as

an anaLyzer and detected by two j-dentical NE-213 detectors located at

symmetric angles from the analyzer.

The experiment \^ras carried out over tr¡/o different

periods of time" The first consisted of runs at 23.2 and 26"8 MeV

incident proton energy, and the second part an extension to 31.1 MeV

incident proton energyo

During experíments, the background plays an import.ant

role. This background comes from neutrons scattering directly from the

target assembly or indirectly frorn t.he laboratory walls, floor, etcn A

component of the background Ís induced by gamma-rays i"e there are

neutron or gamma-índuced events" It is very important therefore to be

able to separate neutrons from gammas, the real events from the ran<lom

background and to separate groups of different energies, Thís has been

done usíng t\,7o clifferent techniques"
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This enables the analysis of the energy pulse to be made according to

both its pulse height and prrlse shape. The pulse height gives the

total. energy deposited in the detector while the shape gives the decay

time information which varies with the type of particle. There is thus

a straighÈforward connection between recoil energy and the ener:gy of a

certain type of particle, and between the type of par:t.Ícle and the

decay time of its recoil pulseo Further, recoil energies and the

result.ing pulse heights differ for clifferent particles of the same

energy, so pulse heíght analysis is capable of separating different

types of eventsu Our basÍc neutron energy rneasurement uses the

recoil-energy pulse height distribution from either hydrogen or helium

scattering"

2"3 Time of Flight

rFL.^ +.i,-^ ^f Sli^ht -.r^"ir,ìñ^ñ+ n+a-'i¡-^ ^ ^^iñ^i"{^ñ^^ ^^ñliri^n }.a+r.raanarrE Lrrus vr- rfrórru rçYuLrç¡[Er¡L yrvvruEù

target and detector, therefore identifying effectively the

time-uncorrelated room baclcground neutrons" If one is interested in

deterrnining the neutron velocity using the Ëime of flight technique,

some basic conditions must be fulfilled"

1. The starting time of the neutrons must be wel.l define<l i"e the

duration of a beam burst must be shorË cornpared with the total

flight time.
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2. The detection time must be equally well defined"

3" The flight path must be knowno

All the information about the experiment must be

extracted from raw data whích are simply electronic signals. In even

the most complex case, these signals are only timing (anocle or fast)

pulses and 1ínear (dynode or slow) pulses from each neutron deEector:,

and from Ëhe He polarimeter, These rator signals are then processe<l for

computer acquisition, a procedure which may require sirnple shaping

alone or include complex combinations of discrimination, timing, and

coincidence circuíts.

During the experiment at 31 . I MeV proton energy I^7e

However, the circuits keptrearranged our

essentially the

electronic setup"

same featuresù

Fíg 2.1 Shows a plan view of the University of Manitoba

Cyclotron Laboratory" The Cyclotron itself is a machíne adjustable to

produce a proton beam in Ëhe energy range of 20 to 50 MeVn Neutron

Ëime of flight and polarization experiments are carried out on the beam

line marked "NEUTRON TIME OF FLIGI{T FACILITYTT in Fig 2.1. A complete

description of the facility has been given by Rarnsay(RaBO) and

Watson(I{a79) and I will descrlbe therefore only the most important

features relevant to our experiments"

rnu I3C target and a NE-102 viewing screen r\lere

mounted in a target holder at the center of the scattering chamber(4lcrn

in diameter). The screen \^7as used Ëo aid the f ocusÍng of the beam at
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the center of the target. The beamline clownstrearn of the chamber up to

the Faraday cup vras assembl-ed entirely of l5crn diameter pipe. This was

done to redrrce the neutron and gamma ray background that could result

from the halo of bearn hitting the pipe" The beam is collected in a

Faraday cup downstream from the scattering chamber and the charge

integrated in the usual rnanner. The location of the Fara<lay cup, 4m

along a shaft bored 7m into the r¡all, is also important for reducing

background, Very little radiation can be detectecl with the beam

running through into the Faraday cup without a target in the chamber.

The target itself was made from amorphous carbon enriche<l to 997. in
l3C. A special binder macle of a mixture of 10 parts by weight of

methylene chloride and I part by rveight of polystyrene I¡Ias lnjected

j-nto the target. Thls binder proved to be very usefuln After a few

minutes t.he methylene chloride evaporates, leaving the dissolved

polystyrene ínjected into the target acting as a very strong binder"

This binder enhances the target rigidity, thus eliminating the problems

due to the target being too fragile" The charcoal-like powder was

placecl ín a hydraulic pe1let press and compacted into a carbon disc

l.9cm in diameter+(the pressure used in t.he hyclraulic pellet was

around ?-hMPa) "

average

neutron

+ !treighing the disc and divi<ling by its area indicated an

thickness of 25,0 t 0.2[,og/cr2] " This thickness produced a

flux of measurable intensity 3200neut/sec at 350crn frorn the

scattering chamber with beam of 0.5p4.
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The bearnline was aligned by using a theodolite. A

points along the beaml-ine \¡rere chosen ancl aligned with

a level line drawn on the wa11 of the experlmental area

for this purpose"

For the experiment it

the neutron detector

decided to scribe all these angles on

room around the scattering chamber.

is necessary to

with respect

know the angular

to the proton beamn

the floor of the

This was

laser on the floor uncler the beamline

the experimental âr€âo A few metres

accomplished

entrance ofat the

from this

exactly under the scattering chamber, a mirror mounterl on

table rnras located on the floor. Thi.s was done with the

0calibrated from 0 to 180 , and

locat ion,

a rotary

help of a

has a

o. 
Thet 0"05

the laser beam

plumb-bob. The table is

built-in vernier scale t.o read to an accuracy of

the mirror rotat.ed untÍ1

able

laser beam was turned on and

was reflected from the mirror to the center of the Ínci<lent laser beam"

In this position t.he center of the mirror is aligned with respect Eo

the center of the target" Then, by simply rotating the table while the

laser beam is on, \¡te were able to mark on the floor the dif ferent

reflection of the laser beam from 00 to 1800 around the

chamber.

angles of

scattering
4 0

The He gas polarimeter \^tas positioned at 40 from

the incident proton beam, and 3.5m from the l3C t"tg.t" This

particular angle was chosen mainly for practical reasons. The value of

the dif ferential cross section for tl-ris reaction(RaBO) is between 2"70
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and 1.51 mb/sr in the energy range of 22o5 Eo 37"2 MeV, an<l relatively

flat úrith angle. The asymmetry produced when the neutrons scatter from

t!
the -IIe anaLyzer is measured by tl,7o identical NE-213 detectors

positioned at symmetric angles fron the detectors ( I200). This angle

corresponds to a maxitnum val-ue of the analyzing pol¡/er for Èhe given

energies (0"9).

The NE-213 neutron detectors are 1l.4cm in diameter by

l?-"7 cm thick each coupled to an RCA-4522 photomultiplier. The

assernbly is mounted on a sturdy wheeled wagon which can be rolled

arouncl the area. The detectors are surrounded by BOcrn of steel blocks

on each side, and 20cm of steel on top and underneath. To reduce the

room bachground Lhe shielding vras increased betr'¡een the neutron

detectors and t.he scattering charnber by addíng Èwo 9lxBlx6lcm concrete

blocks ancl two walls of approxirnately 20cm thick, one built from lead

and Ëhe other from steel"

TL^ L^^1,^-^,.-.1 ^l-^.,1J L^ ^.i-i 1ñ- i ^ +L'^ frr^ oilaIllE udçNól vur¡u ùl¡uuru uc D¡lrtrr4L

detectors and signal to noíse should be maximised. The real count rate

in the NE-213 side <letector is given by

f

CIrCIzRc d

2 2

2
L L

1

where Lt is

polarime ter: 
"

the distance between the t3a target and the

LZ is Lhe distance bet\,reen Ëhe polarirneter and the

NE-213 detector, see fig ?-"2.
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NE-213

Lz

Carbon target

Fig. 2.2 Schematic diagram used to calculate the
relation between the different distances
during the exPeriment.
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Keeping the quantitV LrL, fixed we keep the count rate fixed. Let

us call LrL, = C" Most of the background

coincidences between the neutrons frorn the 13a

<lirectly ao 4rr" and to a side detector and is given by

where L, ís the distance between the

detector( Fig 2.2) " Then

Page 2O

comes frorn random

target travelling

o QrQ:

C target and the NE-213 side

2

L - 2Ccosþ

1

D

22
"r'"3

13

22

From geomeËry, rl = rl +

B/R c L2/ L3

2L cos 0t 2

2

"2.

Then

By inspection:

B/R+1as L 2

l,

LB

2(-Ii

2

G

2

2
'+--z-

"2

->æ

B/R + 0 as 
"ì. 

O,

so it is necessary to choose a geometry ín whích L, is large and L,
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sma1J-. The r^rorst case is given Uy LZ = 2LIu In order to keep the

ratio of random background to real count rate less than one it is

necessary to know by how much the neutron flux coming directly from the
1t
"C targe-t must be attenuated. The real counting rate of the

detector is related to the flux from the neutron source by the relation

where

N number of recoils counted per second by the cletect.or,r

number of neutrons per steradian per second in E.he

dÍrection of the target,

N number of 4H. ,,,r"l.i per unit area,t

ù¿ l
solid angle subtended at the source by the aggregate Na

f) solid angle subtended by the síde detector aL Nt2

() = neutron- He differential cross-section,

detection efficiency of NE-213 detector for neutrons

scattered from 4He.

N, = N10t(o0r)Nae

N
1

4

e
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The rate of random coincidences is given by:

NR= 2NlN3rre

where

N
3

number of neutrons per steradian per second in the

direction of the NE-213 detector,

t, = Coincidence resolving tine,

Eff iciency of the 1+He scintillator.

Using these expressions the ratio of ranclom to real counts

calculate<l without shieldíng is about 600" This means the neutron flux
1Ò

coning direct.ly from the "C tang.È to the NE-213 side detector must

be reduced by a factor of several hundrerl" When steel shíelding is

used around the detector this ratÍo is lowered by a factor of eÍght

hundred which is enough to keep the ratio of random coincidence to real

events much less than one" The further use of concrete shield reduces

even more the ratio of ranclom to real events by another factor of two

hundred "

During the experiment we use<l a smaller NE-102 detector

4cm diameter by 2cm thick fitted with a 0.32cm diameter brass

the side of the chamber at 300 from t.he

away from the neutrorr detectors. The NE-102

through a 7 6l-1m Kapton-Il window and its

c

collimator and mounted on

center of the target and

detector vier¡ed the target
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purpose r¡/as to detect elastically scattered protons so as to exLract

the time structure of Èhe beam with respect to the R.F. The count rate

of the NE-102 detector rvas high enough to ensrlre Ëhat a usable Ëíne

spectrum could be accumulated in about 3sec" In order to have a system

able to resolve the different neutron groups it is nece-ssary to tune

the machine for a minimum beam burst \^/idth, so the neutrons coming from

different beam bursts could be well separated. A routine was wrÍtten

to display the specÈrum of the elastically scattered protons

representing Èhe time structure of the beam. This routine calculaterl

the F!ütlM and the posit.ion of the centrold of che peak in a time of

flight spectrum. Tf for any reason the cent.roicl moved by one ot: more

channels, a sound alarm was activated and hre proceeded manually to trim

the cyclotron parameters (R"F field and main magnet) to recover the

centroid position and to minimize the width of the beam burst' Duríng

the first experiment a typical "tfme tune" of O.Bns FI^II{M was obtained,

while for the second experiment the "time tune" was about 1.0ns FI,üIIM.

A further detector ( NE-102 and NE-213 in the first and

second runs, respectively) was positioned behind the gas polarirneter to

monitor the neutron flux and the titne of flight spectrum at the

beginní.ng of the experiment.

The effect of unequal neutron detection efficiencies,

solid angle, and possible scattering angle differences between t.he left

and ríght detectors was minirnized by the use of a superconducting

so,lenoid producing an axial nagneËic field" The function of the

sol-enoid was to precess the directi.on of the spin of the neutron
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leaving the târget through 180 degrees. In this way the roles of the

left and right deËectors could be reversed and first order systematic

errors cancelled(4t65). Stray magnetic fielcl from the solenoid could

affect the gaín of t.he photomultípliers. For this reason it was

necessary to use a magnet-ic shield in the form of a lmm thick sheet of

p-metal between the solenoid and the polarimeter.

At 19"38, and 22"B5MeV \^Ie perf ormed three dif f erent

rrlrìso First \¡re ran with no magnetic f ie1d" Then the superconducting

solenoid \^ras energized and !üe ran for approxirnaLely the same amount of

t.ime" Then the current in Èhe solenoid rqas reversed ancl the run

repeated.

ranged from about. B0 to 200n4, aBeam currents on target,

typical figure being l40nA"

The second experiment at neutron energy \^7as

then we energized the

abour I l0 to 220 nÃ,

27 " 3 lMeV

repeated twice, first with no magnetic fÍeld,

solenoid and ran for the same amount of time.

Beam currents on tarÉlet ranged from

a typical figure being

Fig 2"3

150 nA"

shows a schematic diagram of the experiments"
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2"4 MULTIPLE SCATTERING IN THE TARGET

13
When the proton beam travels througl-r the C target the multiple

scattering and energy loss produced in the target gives rise to t\nto

important procceses; angular divergence and energy spread.

The angular clivergence determines the aüount, of beam

getting to the Faraday cup, smears out the angular distribution of

(prn) events ancl introduces a relatively srnal.1 energy spread"

The energy spread gives t.he energy sprearl of the neutron

beam (which nust be less than the 2.37MeY excitation energy of the

first state of 13n) rrrd smears out the cross-section and polarization

over energyr

2.4.T ANGULAR DTVERGENCE

Beam angular divergence produced by multiple scattering has been

estimated by rnaking use of data deriverl from numerical calculations by

Marion and Zimmerrnan(Ma67)" The calculations are macle according to an

approximation to the theory of Nigan, Sun<laresan and lùu (NSI{59). The

NSI^I theory employs the Dalitz single scattering cross-section of a

relativÍstic Dirac particle by a screened Coulornb field, calculated up

to the second order in the Born approximation, an<l describes rnultiple

scattering, especially at large angles, more accurately than Ëhe

Moliere theory (Mo47). The approximate NSIü theory gives for the

angular distribution F(x) of multiply scattered particles:
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F(x) t r/ f xfrn¡ I [Fo -f ( i/B)Fr +{ rl QR2)}F2 ] ,

FO 2exp( -*2),

-$' * (ux) rn(äu2 ).*p ( -å,,2 )d,,,

2"r

,.,

where

f

F1

F2 J (ux) [ln(Èu4 ) ]exp(-1u2 ¡d,r.

x is related to the scatLering angle 0 through the relation

X
_t

Ø/(x"s' ),

here

r

if'

2
X 0.1s69[ z(z + D] lü trl (pv)2 l 2.3c

and B ís a constant related to the average number of scatterings ancl is

the root of the equation

B-1nB b, 2"4

where

b = 1nl273}{(z +
L/- .> 2

I>z 'r z' tl (AB )\ 1 0. 15 4/r 
"

2.5
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The remaining parameters are given below

J = Bessel function of zero order,

z = atomic number of incident particle,

Z = atomic number of scattering foil,

t = thickness of foil (g/crn ),

A = atomic weight of foil material,

pv = [momentum]lvelocity of incident partícle](MeV)

ß = v/c

o¿ -= zz / I37

,The upper lirnit of the íntegrals in (2.2) is given by

-L
2

f 2B exp[(B -1.5)/2.2]

I4arion and Zimmernan have calculated and tabulated F(x) for values of B

eqtral Ëo l+, 5, 6, 7, B, 9, 10, and 12" It is found that reliable

results are not obtained if the number of collisions of the particle in

the foil is less than about 10-20. Cases are therefore only considered

for which B is greater than or equal to 4n The theory also becomes

inaccurate Íf the foil is thlck, since the NSIü theory assumes no energy

loss during collisions. A reasonabl.e criterion Ëo judge the

applicability of the theory is that the particle must lose less than

about 20% of its iniËial energy in the foil. In cal-cu1atíng the value

of the parameter ß the mean energy in the target should be used"

In order to calculate the mean energy and the energy
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spread of the neutron beam it is necessary to know the energy loss and

mean energy. These two quantíties have been calculated using tables of

energy loss(Ja66). Table 2.1 gives the results of these calculationso

TABLE 2.1

BEAM ENERGY

IMEV]

ENERGY LOSS

IMEVI

MEAN ENERGY

IMEVI

23.3

26 "9

31"1

0.504

0 "452_

0. /+0 I

23.04

26 "67

30.89

!L^ -^--1L:-1-L rre Ûtua L rP-Le

quantities X
c

but the value

be the value of

In order to evaluate the angular divergence produced by

ti(-aLL(jf rrrB, rrr Lrle L¿tLgeL we lravc Lo (:al.cul..iLe Lue

and b given by equations (2.3) and (2.5) respectively,

of the energy entering the eqrration(2.5) through ß must

the mean energy evaluated in table 2.1. The values of

b B and Xc calculated írr this form are represented in tabLe 2.2"
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TI\BLE,2.2

9.3239

9.t677

9 " 0014

The value of B is approximated by 9. The angular distribution function

for B=9 is plotted in fig. (2.4). From the graph it, can be seen that

rnul-tiple scattering in the target produces an angular divergence of
o

0 "52" FL{}lM.

Instead of using this angle to evaluate t.he angular

divergence the width parameter X, is used" This parameter gives the

angle at which the angular distribution has fal.len to l/e of its value

at x=Oo For a val-ue of B=9 the calculated value of X" is 0"927 then

using

-L
2

2"60. /B
le

,tc

in radians one can calculate the angle in degrees. Table 2.3

B

X

lr -3
c

x 'r0ENERGYIMeV]

2.4r

2"09

1" B0

23"04

26 "67

30. 89

7.09 I 30

6.9520

6. 8040

represents the value of the angular divergence for the three energies.
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8(DEcREES)

Fig" 2.4 Angular distribution function F(x)
calculated using the parameter B=9,
the FWHM in this case is 0.520
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column 2 in table 2.3 gives the angular divergence produced by the

11'"C target, column 3 gives the total angular divergence.

TABLE 2.3

ENERGYIMeVI 0 '/"
,r/ 

u

2_3.3

26 "9

31.1

0 .38

0 "33

0.28

0.77

0"74

0.72

The particles scattered from the target are focused Ínto the Faraday

cup by the quadrupole magnet located behind the scattering chamber. It

is possible lhen to calculate the fraction of particles scattered into

the cone with a half angle tO which corresponds Ëo the angle

subtended by the quadrupole at the carbon target. This quantity is

calculated using the expression

ocr

=fiu,ursinoasl/ |'J ,J

ê-max

^ 
= FRACTTON It(0)sin0d0

where O is the max angle of scattering. F(0) becornes
max

for a very large angle and the integration r^/as cut off

The results of these calculation are sho¡¿n in table 2.4

very smal.l

at this pointo
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TABLE 2"4

ENERGYIMeVI

23"3

26 "9

3l " I

FRACTION

0.9972

0.9 931

0"9902

From these calculation one can see than more Llnan 99% of the beam will

be caught by the Faraday Cup. However the angular divergence produced

by the multiple scaËtering in the target is a factor t.hat should be

taken into account when it is necessary to calculate cross sections and

anaLyzing powers (because of smearing of differential cross-section by

energy spread)"

2.4"2 ENERGY RESOLUTION

13
The energy loss in the C target produced an energy spread in the

neutron beam equal t.o 0.25MeV (the energy spread of the beam irr the

bearn line is around 0"25MeV)" The total energy spread ín the neutron

beam is tl-ren 0"36MeV. ThÍs energy spread ís small in comparison to the

energy <lifference between the neutron ground state and the first

excited state (2.37 MeV) " In consequence it ls no problem Èo

dífferentiate between the two neutr:on groups, provided that the flight
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path is long enough" The question of how long the flight path must be

is indeed very important. For one thing, if overlap occurs between the

fast neutron groups from one beam burst ancl slow neutrons from a

previous beam burst, then a long flight path may not be wanted. If

that is not the case then the experimenter would like to have a very

long neutron flight. path, if good neutron energy resolution ís

required" Clearly if two very fast neutron groups have almost the same

energy, Lhey will have to travel a long distance before the difference

in thelr flight times becomes detectable. Kinematlc calculations (Fig

2"5) show that the tirne dif f erence between tr,Io neutron groups' ground

sLate and first exclted state (2.37MeV) produced by a 22MeV proton beam

incident or, 13C target is 3"76ns for a flight path of 3.5m (from the

13C target to the polarirneter). For a more energetic proton beam,

say 30MeV incident on l3C the tirne difference between the two neutron

groups (for the same flight path) will be 2"4ns. To resolve the two

neutron groups the system should have a resolution of better than

2.4ns. The tirníng resolution during the experÍment was 1"0ns and Ín

consequence \¡re were abl,e to resolve these tv/o lìeutron groups"

Fig 2,6 represents the time of flight from the

polarimeter to the side detectors(1200 and 0.53m flight path) as a

function of proton energy incident or, 13c the lower curve being the

time of flight of the ground state neutron group produced in the

t3a(0,fi)t3* and later scattered from the polarimeter* The top

curve represents the first excited stâte neutron group produced in Ëhe

same reaction ancl later scattered from the polarimeter to the side
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31. O 34. O
llÀrttlfai \.2 /r f ^r r \
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Neutron time of flight from target to polarimeter.
The lower curve represents the ground state
neutron group produced at 400 lab, in the reaction
r3c(p,fr) tttt. The upper curve represents the first
excited state from the same reaction"
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detector. The tirne clifference at 22MeV in this case is 0.84ns between

the t\^ro

0"1+ns.

neutron groups" At 30MeV this time difference decreased to

The total time difEerence at 22MeY will be 4.60ns from target

to side det.ectorc

Fig 2.7 Shows the time of flight from the I3C target

lo the polarimeter. This time one can see the same tùlo neutron groups

from a previous beam bursÈ(35ns earlier) in the lower left corner.

Fig 2"8 shows the energy resolution for the two neutron

groups as a function of proton energy for t.he time of flight from the

l3C ao the polarimeter. The higher the energy the lower the energy

resolution anrl this is because at higher energy the time difference for

a given flíght path becomes smaller.
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Fig. 2"7 Same as fiq 2"6 but this t.ime one can see the same
two neutron groups from an earlier beam burst.
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Table 2.5

Parameters used during the experiment

Target: Carbon-13.

Distance from the carbon-13 target to the gas polarimeter

3 .50m.

Distance from the detector to the gas polarimeter:0o53m.

Angle of the He polarimeter with respect to the proton beam

line: 40 degrees

Angle of the side counters with respect to the gas

polarlmeter: 120 degrees.

shielding used: 1ead, steel, concrete"

magnetÍc shield: U-metal

Neutron detector NE-213 liquid scíntillator, end-on cylinder

l1"43crn diameter and 12.7cm Ëhick

f)

c)

h)
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2.5 INSTRI]MENTATION

Block diagrams of the electronics used are shor¡rn in Figs 2.11 to 2.I8.

At the left of Fig 2"11 are shown the t\^ro NE-213 liquid scintillator

detectors, chosen for their good n-Y pulse shape discrirnination (PSD)

properties 
"

The NE-213 is contained in a thin aluminum can with a

glass window at one end" The inner surface of the can is coated wíth

white reflector palnt. The unit is fastened to Èhe front face of a

RCA-4522 14 stage photomultiplier with RTV-602* clear silicone rubber

potting compound" This provides a bond that is removable yet strong

enough to keep the rather heavy scintillator in place during use. The

photomultiplier is operated in the grounde<l anode configuratíon. This

permits the anode to be DC coupled and gives the best tining. It cloes,

however, place the cathode at hígh voltage" To prevent adverse voltage

gradients across t.he face of the photomultiplier, the aluminum can of

the scintillator and t.he conducting coating of the photornultiplier are

operated at cathorle potential" The entire assembly is covered with an

insulating sleeve and a high per:rneability rnagnetic shíeld"

+ General Electric, New York, U"S"A
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2.5.I PULSE SHAPE DISCRIMINATION (PSD)

This widely used method of discriminating between neutron and gamma-rây

events in scintillators is based on the fact that organíc scintíllators

have different scintillation responses for neutron and gamma rays" In

particular, the variation of scintillatÍon íntensity with time has two

(or more) components with differerrt decay rates, of which the slow

decay component is relatively more irrtense for neut.rons than for gamma

ray produced scintillationsn To a good approximation the scintillation

intensity from the scintillator can be represented by the expression

( Br59)

r(r,E) = Ar(E)exp(-tlr r) + A"(E)exp(-tlt= )

where
T- << TtS

A- << A
fS

A.., and A are respectively, t.he light amplitudes of the fast anclt' s

slow components at t=0 and t.r' te al:e t.he decay time constants for

t.he fast and slow components respectively" an<l

IAt/4" ]electrons

I Af /As ] Protons

The following possible explanation of this behaviour has been suggestecl

by Brooks(8159) o Afl ionizing particle travelling through the

2



( 1) emitting a photon or

electronic excitation

molecules recornbine wíth
J<

excited molecules M o

(2) quenching, that is,

erìergy into vibrat ional

electrons producing

The speed of this

scintillator produces electronically excited M*

molecules M*, The excited molecules return Ëo
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molecules and ionísed

their grouncl

conversion

state by

of thei-r

energy. The ionísed

further electronically

recombination process

molecules and may be

1-2 orders of magnitude

so it is reasonable to

the scintillation. The

depends on the dif:Fusion of electrons back to

relatively slow ( Þ lO-7sec). This tírne is

longer than the electronic de-exciLatlon tíme,

expect f as t and slor¿ decay

and

component.s of

different amounts of fast slow component for neutron and gamma tay

produced scinÊillations might also be expecte<l from the observation

that, for a heavily ionising particle, the 1Íght output of an organic

scintillator is not proportional to the íncident energy and is less

t.han would be expected from a linear light output versus energy

relation. The i<lea arises from the fact that heavily íonising

particles produce a higher concentration of quenching centers than do

lightly ionising particles and, in consequence, they inhibit light

output in a higher proportion Ëhan do lightly ionising particles, and

so the quenching probability is greater in the first case than in the

second. Neutron and gamma ray scintillations are produced largely by

recoil of heavily ionising particles (rnostly protons) ancl electrons,

respectively. Thus, the fast component of neutron scintÍ11ations tends

to be quenched to a greater degree than that due to gamma rayso

_-7
However, l0 ' sec after the initial excitation when electron-ion
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:t
recombination is becoming an inportant process, excited molecules M

are in a region of lower ionisation density than r.ras the case for the

prímary lu1 and scintillations are less strongly qrrenched. Therefore,

although the scíntillatíon iutensity due to neutrons may be less than

that due to gammâ rays, the relative amount of slow decay component in

neutron scintillations is greater Ëhan that in gamma ray

s cint i1lat Í.ons "

2.5.I"I THE ELECTRONICS FOR THE PULSE SHAPE DISCRIMINATION TECHNIQI]E

Fast timing signals are derived from the anode of the

photomultiplier by means of a constant fraction discriminator. The use

of a constant fraction discriminator results in a minirnum of timing

wallc over a wide range of pulse heights. These fast timing signals

start two tíme to amplitude converters, labelled "TACI" and "TAC2" (in

fig 2.ll), used to differentiate between neutron an<l gamma signals by

means of pulse shape discrimination. The fact that scintillations

induced in the liquid scintillator by neutrons have a longer slow

component than those resulting from gammas means that the linear

blpolar pulse from the spectroscopic amplifier produced by the neutron

signal crosses zero at a later time than the pulse rlerived from a gamma

signal. By starting the TAC on the initiation of an event (as

indicated by the fast timing signal from the ano<le) and stopping Ít on

the zero crossing of the linear sígnal (as <letermined by the sÍngle

channel ana'Iyzer operated in crossover mode) one gets a spectrum
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containing tuTo distínct peaks, one corresponding to the detection of

neutrons and the other corresponding to the detection of gammas.

The signal to stop the PSD-TAC , derived from the zero

crossing of the bipolar: linear pulse, has l{orse tirning wallc Èhan the

start signal which comes from the constant fraction discriminator on

the anode. The result of thi.s difference in walk is that the neutron

and gamma peaks in Ëhe PSD spectrum tend to shift towarcl the origin for

very low pulse heights" Ilence, when accumulatÍng a one dimensional PSD

spectrum for a large number of events having a wicle range of pulse

heights, the neutron and gamma peaks tend to snìear together and it is

very difficult to separate them completely. Fig 2"9 is a one-

dirnensional representation of the PSD spectrum, The large peak to the

left corresponds to the gammas an<l the small peak to the ríght

represents the neutrons. Inle have removed most of the problems

concerning this spectrum by using a t\¡Io climensional PSD versus pulse

height representation.

In the PSD-pulse height (Pll) plane (I-ig 2'10) the signal

appears as separated neutron and gamma "islands"" The PSD-P}I plane is

displayed ancl locl are drawn aroun<l the neulron and gamma islands.

These loci are then stored. The rlata analysis rout.ine use<l during the

experiment is then able to sort the incoming events into different

single parameter spectra depending on whether they fall within the

neutron or gamma locio
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200 400 600 800 1000
CHANNEL NUMBER

One dimensional representation of the PSD spectrum.
The large peak to the tefL corresponds to the gammas

and the small peak to the right corresponds to neutrons.

Y
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Fig. 2.ro Two dimensional PSD versus pulse height
representation. The top fig corresponds
to the left detector and the bottom fig
corresponds to the right detector.
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2.5"2 TIIVIE OF FLIG}I7

2"5"2.1 Time of
lqflight from ^"C target to the gas r i-me t.e r

The time of flight information from the neutron production source to

the gas polarimeter was obËained by using the electronics shown in fig

2.12" The lower time to amplitude converter (labelledrrTAC4rr) is

started on t.he fast timing signal from the neutron polarimeter (this

follows standard practice of starting on the signal having t,he lower

count rate, hence reducing the number of false starts) and stopped on a

signal derived from the machine RF (a small antenna fixed near to the

cyclotron RF oscillator provides a üraveform having the RF frequency,

28"48 MIlz)" A stop pulse is applie<1 only every other RF period, whích

means every 70.2 Írso l,üith the stop signal generated every other RF

perí-od, there wíll be two peaks in the TAC spectrum, one RF period

(35.i ns) apart. Since tìre machíne perioci is accurateiy krrowrr, t,ìiis

provides a built-in time calibration. The delay in the stop channel ís

adjustable and serves to position the tlme of flight spectrum within

the l00ns range of the TAC"

2.5 "?- "2 Tíme of FlÍght frg* Iþg Gas Polarímeter To lhe_ Side Detectors

In this case the fast timing signals from the two neutron detectors are

mixed an<1 use<l to start the TAC labelled I'TAC3'r(f.íg 2"11)" The stop

si.gnal is derived from the anode of the polarimeter (detay is

introduced into the stop channel as required to place the deslred
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coincidence within the range of the TAC) " Of all the neutrons

scattered into the detectors only a certain number of them correspon<l

to neutrons scattered from the polarimeter. These tttruett events can be

identified by Èheir time relatÍon to the scintillation iu. the

polarimeter. If, for example, a scattered neutron is known to take T

ns to Ëravel from the polarimeter Lo the sÍde detector, then any

detector pulse corresponding to a legitimate event will be preceded by

a helium scint.illation ocurring T ns earlier. TAC3 establishes this

tine relation.
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A

TabLe 2"6

Electronics for the experiment

Modules are standard NIM unlts

= Amplifier

= Analog to digital converÈer

= Constant fraction discriminator

ADC

CFD

COINC = Uníversal coincidence unlt

= Discrirnínator

= Delay amplifier

= Dual discriminaËor

= Dual sum and inverter

= Gate and delay generator

= Linear gate and stretcher

= Multi channel anaLyzer

= Charge sensitive (integrating) preamplifier

= Quad. lOOMHz discriminator

= Ratemeter

= Shapíng spectroscopy amplifier

= Scaler

= Tlming amplifier

= Time to amplitude converter

= Tiníng filter amplifier

= Timing single channel analizer

D

DA

DD

DSI

GDG

LGS

MCA

PA

QD

RM

SA

SC

TA

TAC

TFA

TSCA
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Fig. 2.IL Electronics used during the experiment,
PSD (left and right) | TOF (polarimeter
to side detector) and PH (left and right
detectors) .
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Fig. 2.I3 Electronics used to extract pulse
height information (toP fig.)

Fig. 2.L4 El-ectronics used to extract the
time structure information.
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Fig. 2.L5 Electronics used during the second part
of the exPeriment.
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2.5"3 PULSE HEIGHT INFORMATION

2.5"3"1 Pulse Height From The PolarÍmeter

Fig 2"13 is a diagram of the electronics used to ext,ract the pulse

height informat.ion from the polarimeter. The linear signal from top

and bottom phototubes are amplÍfíed and fed into a Dual sum and

Inverter and from here they aïe passed t,o a linear gat,e and then to the

ADC and to the Vax-lI/750 computer. The scintillations producecl in the

polarimeter by the neutrons and gammas from t.he l3c a.rgut are viewed

by an RCA-8575 photomultiplier at either end of the polarÍmeter. A

coi-ncidence condition \¡Ias set between the linear signal from the top

phototube, the linear signal from the bottom phot.otube and the signal

corresponcling to the Ëime of flight from the 13c ao the polarimeter.

This coincidence has two functions"

1" Èo reduce the effect of noJ-se produced by the phototubes"

2. t-o ensure the events induced in the polarimeter are caused only by

neutrons produced in the target.

2"5"3"2 I"fgg {eight In ILU- Sirle Der,ec_rolg"

Pulse height information from the side detectors is derived by talcing a

linear signal from an earlier stage (dynode 9) of the photornultiplier.

Linear pulses from the phot.otube used with the NE-213 are amplified by

a charge sensitive prearnplifier ancl shape<l by a spectroscopy arnplifier"

The resulting bipolar pulse is used in t.he psD circuit. rdeally, the
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evenËs detected by the t\^ro side counters should correspond to events

t.hat have truly been produced in the helium polarimeter, and are not a

part of Lhe room background. To achieve this in practice a second

coincidence requirement has been set between the signal from

TTCOINCIDENCEl", the linear sígna1 correspondÍng to the pulse Height

(PH) of the side detector, and the Pulse Shape DiscrirninatÍon signal

(PSD) (ttris is done in the left channel as well as tn the right).

These coincidence signals are labelled 'tCOINCIDENCEZ_" AND

rrCOrNCIDENCE3" (fig 2.rr) and are used to open the linear gâtes that

transfer the signals to the ADC" After appropriate delays the signals

are converted to digital form and transferred to the vax LIl750

computer. A scaler counts the total number of strobes on the CAMAC

ADC. Comparing Èhis number to the total nurnber of events actually

recorded by the computer permits us to correct for deacltíme. The

qion¡1s frnm CnTNC? and CfìTl\TC? ¡ro rrca¡l hrz ma4nê nf ,,ni+ lt^Þ¿ll r^ ^ñ^ñsv vyçrr

the linear gates that are passing the time of flight signal RF-TAC and

the helium prrlse height (PH)"

2"5"4 The Time Structure

The time structure information \^ras obtained by using the

cÍrcuit shown in Fig 2"I4" The fast tirning signal frorn the RCA-8575

photomultiplier derived using the quadruple <l1scrÍmÍnator is used to

start a time to amplitude converter(TAC5). This TAC is stopped on the

signal Laken from the machine RF" Thus a time spectrum for protons
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target. ls accumulated by a multi channel

shows both the burst width and phase

s cattered

analyzer.

(relative to

is used to

information

elastically

This time

from the

spectrum

the RF) of the beam on target." An

calculate the cent,roid and Fl'lHM

on-1ine FORTRAN routíne

of Èhe peak. This

of the beam byís used to fmprove the timing resolution

I manually adjusting the RF amplítude and,

2 compensating for beam phase drift, i.ê, shift in the centroid. The

method used is based on the observation that the beam phase is very

sensit.ive to sma1l changes in the cyclotron's main magnetic field.

This sensitivity is a comnon feaËure of cyclotrons, and is

presumably due to accumulat,ed phase slip over many orbits for a

small change in the cyclotron resonance conditions" The effect is

much larger than the change in the t.ransit time bet\^reen the

cyciotron anci tire target due to sma1i shifts in the beam energy

when the main magnet field is changed slightly.

The average resolution at FüIHM was kept at 0"9ns during

the experiment"

The arrangement of electronics produced a set of eight

infonnation needed todif f erent rar¡r spectra containing all the

calculate the polarization via the left right asymmetryo

Further online and of fline analysis \^7as necessary Ëo

fully extract the neutron yield necessary for the asymmetry

c alculation.
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2"5"5 RUN AT 31-B MeV

Fig 2.15 shows the main part of the electronics used during the run at

3 1.8 MeV"

TIME OF FLIGHT INFORMATION

2.5 .5 "2 Tirne 0f Flight Frgrn 
-The- -ttt ,Uf*Ut To-The Pola rimeter

2.5.5 .l

The RF-TAC(rrTAC9rt) shown in Fig 2.16 was started on the

signal derived from the coincidence between the top and bottom

phototubes, and stopped on the signal from t.he coincídence between the

fast sígnal of the side detectorso In consequence, $re no longer have

time of f light f rom t.he 13C arrg.t t.o the polarimeter. The measured

Ëime of flight is now fron the 13C a.rg"t to the polarirneter ancl from

the polarimeter to the side detectors.

2.5 "5 "3 Tine 0f Flight From The Polarimeter To The Side Detectors

The time of flight in Lhis case is recorded by the TAC labe1led

(L/R-TAC9), left and right TAC. It is started on the signal derived

from the coÍncidence betroeen the fast sÍgnals of the two side detectors

and stopped on the signal derived from the machine RF. The TAC output

passes to t\^lo linear gates in orcler to be transferred Lo the computer.

As before the TACs labelled this Èime "TAC6r'and

'rTACB"(fíg 2"15) are used to differentiate between neutrons and garnmas

by mean of pulse shape discrimination. Both are started on the fast
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timing signal derived from a NIM moclel 821 QUAD 100 MHz discriminator

and stopped on the signal from the TSCA whích gives the time of the

zero crossing of the linear signal. The anode, the PH signal from the

sitle detector and the anode signal from the polarimeter are brought

into coincidence in both channels("C0INC4" and "C0INC5"), and this

coincidence signal is used to open the linear gates thât are passirrg

the PH, PSD and TAC signals to the ADC. These signals are then

digit.ised to be transferred to the computer. This of course is done in

both channels"

The Pulse Height information Fig 2.17 v/as obtained in

the same manner as in the first part.

The time structure signal was obtained in a similar way,

Fig 2.18 buL, this t.ime we used the Vax computer instead of the IÍCA.

The overall tíming resolutíon this time was around 1.07ns FI^IHM (Fig.

2"I9) wíth a best value of 0.77ns FtrrIHM"
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2.6 THE GAS POLARIMETER

2"6.I INTRODUCTION

Inlhen ionizing patLicles traverse matter, they lose their kinetic energy

by electromagnetic interactions with t.he atomic electrons, resulting in

the excitation ancl ionization of the atoms" In the deexcitation and

recombination processes following the interaction, photons are emitted"

One therefore expects scintillation phenomena in gases due to t.he

passage of ionizing part.icles. The first successful observation of gas

scintillations using a phoËomultiplier was reported by Grun and

Schopper (Gr51), Other instruments of thÍs type using inert gas

scintillators have been described by Eggler and Huddleston(Eg54r56),

Segre and I{iegang(Se53), Boicourt and Brolley(8o54), Villaire and

hlouters(Vi55), Nobles et al(No55), Nobles(No56), Norrhrop and

Nobles(No56a,56b), Palevsky et al(Pa56), Forte(l'o56), Sayres and

I^lu(Sa57), Koch and Lesrreur(Ko5B), Hentschel et al(He67), Morgan ancl

tr{alter(Mo68), Manduchi et al(Ma69), Davie and Galloway(Da71),

Tornow(To73), Drigo et al(Dr79) and others" Further developments

established the fact that the pulses have a fast rise time and the

pulse heights are a linear function of energy.

The light emitted during the de-excitatÍon and

recombination processes has a distinctly <lifferent optical spectrum for

different gases, and each spect.rum covers a wide range of frequencíes"

On t.he other hand, t.he photocathode of a photomultiplier is sensitíve
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only to a very narror¡r range of wavelengths. To fully ut,ilize the

photons emitted from the de-excitation and recombination processes, one

must convert as efficiently as possíble the photons of short wavelength

to the appropriate frequency region to suit the photocathode. This is

done by using a wavelength shifter (generally an organic substance

€ogo¡ diphenylstilbene), which absorbs the light produced in the ultra

violet region ( 162nm in the case of helium) ancl reemits it in the

visible region where most photomultipliers are sensÍtive.

It is well known that the scintillation property of a

gas is very sensitive to ínpurities(Ko60a,b). A small amount of

contaminant, such as oxygen or other polyatornic gases, flây completely

quench its useful scintillation properties"

In the early gas scintillators the energy signal \^ras

posi-tion dependent; tracks of equal energy loss occurring in different

parts of the scintillation volume dirl not produce pulses of the same

heÍght because of absorption of light on the reflecting surfaces

surrounding the gas volume. l4oreover, they were designed with only one

light window, so the poor transport of light within the scintÍllator to

the cathode of t,he photornultiplier pro<luce<l a low energy resolution.

G,Hentschel et a1(He67) designed a scintillator cylin<lrical in shape,

capable of standing high pressure and equípped with light windows on

both endsn This scintillator has the advantage that if the pulse

heights from the t\¡zo phototubes are a<lded, then with a suítable

adjustment of the photomultÍplier gain the output pulses become

independent. of the position of the scintillation event in the
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scintil-lator and the pulse height is doubled compared Ëo the

arrangement with a síng1e window and phototube. In this fashion the

energy resolution of the system ís improved over the old design.

Because of t.hese arlvantages, \¡/e decided to build a gas

poJ-arimeter incorporating the features menLionedo

2"6"2 TI{E NBUTRON GAS POLARIMETER

The basic struct,ure of the neutron gas polarimeter described in this

thesis is shown in Fig 2.2O" The He gas userl as the analyzer is

contaiued in a high pressure gas chamber. Scintillations from the He

recoils are viewed by two photomultipliers which provide the electronic

sÍ.gnal for the recoil energy measurement and timing"

The gas chamber was machined from a solid piece of

stainless steel type 304. The shape of the gas volume is a cylinder

5cm in diameter and 15cm long with wa11s 0"2cm thick. The ends of the

cylinder are sealed with traro acrylic windows depicted in fig 2,2I,

which are mounted over a teflon ring, and a Viton "0 ring"; the first,

to avoid damage to the windows, and the second to geÈ a proper high

pressure seal. The windor¡/s are kept in place by thlo heavy stainless

steel flanges bolted to the main body of the cylinder by 15 bolts,

0"63cm in diarneter" This kind of seal has proved to be strong enough

to hold a pressure of 16000 I(Pa in the cylinder"

Two 5"O8crn diameter RCA- 8575 photornultipliers, bonded

to the face of the acrylic windows with RTV-602 clear silicone rubber
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ACRYLIC

Fig. 2.2I Cross-Section of the Acrylic Window
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potting compouncl, víew the gas scintillations through the windows,

2.6"2"I THE FILLING AND VENTING SYSTEM

Fig 2.22 is a diagram of the filling and venting lines. This system

r^/as constructed from 0o95crn 0D stainless steel pipes and fittings" The

fact that the cylinder can be raised to a high pressure irnposes certain

safety constraints on how the system should be han<lled" The filling

and venting valves to the system are operated by remote control.

Furthermore, after t.he cylinder has been pressurized it is isolated

from the rest of the system to minimize the danger incurred by gas

leaking through the bottle valve" Thís is achieved by inserting a

third, remote controlled valve in the helium 1ine, labelled trSVrr(Safety

Valve) in fig 2"22. The filling and venting of the system was done

very slowly to avoid sudden stresses on the cylinder. The rrsvrr vras

provided with a fast electric motor so it could be closed very quickly

if necessaryn The xenon line r{as completely manually controlledn

Xenon is added to Ëhe helium to improve light output" The amount of

xenon was always 10% of the Ëotal amount. of helium(No58), so that the

xenon pressure was never higher than 3700 KPa" InIe considered there llas

no need for Èhe use of remote controlled regulators in thís câs€e To

avoid any damage to the low pressure xenon regul.ator, an extra high

pressure valve was installed in this line, so once the cylinder \;r7as

filled with the required amount of xenon, Èhis valve was closedn If

for any reason it is not possfble to close the helium valve from the
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tank when the pressure has reached the requíred value the system does

not suffer any damage as an exÈra high pressure re1Íef valve ' set at

the factory at f6400 KPa, has been installed in the helium lineo

The pressure \^Iâs monitored at all times by means of

closed circuit television. Two TV cameras rvere used, one on Èop of the

heliun tank to check the pressure while the system \¡ras beíng filled,

and the other in front of the pressure gauge located about ten

centlmeters from the gas chamber"

Since the amount of lÍ.ght from Lhe lle recoils is

sÈrongly dependent on the purity of the I{e-Xe mixture(No58) ' it is very

important to have a xenon-helium mixture of high purity" This \¡las

achj.eved by connecting the system to roughing and diffusion pumps" The

roughing pump evacuated Èhe chamber Ëo about 7.0 Pa (50militorr) and

was then closed" Helium was a<lmitted Ëo about 1400 I(Pa (ar:ound 200psi)

and allorved to settle for a few minutes before being let out to

atmospheric pressure" The system vlas then roughed down to 7.0 Pa again

and the procedure repeated. After three or four such flushings with

helium, the diffusion purnp vras turned on ancl the system pumped down to

a pressure of 3"0x10 6rarr for a few days. This method of cleaning

the gas chamber proved to be adequate. Inlhenever the gas chamber was

filled without following this procedure, we simply could not observe

scintillations in the polarimeter.

Once the gas charnber and the system vTas free of

contaminants, the xenon gas r^ras admitted to a pressr.rre of 1030KPa, and

then helium r,¡as added to bring the total pressure to 10300IGa" I^Iith
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this method the gases were quite well mixed by the large flow of gas

during the addition of the helium" If the order of filling had been

reversed it would have required several hours Ëo achleve

He-Xe mixture in the gas chamber(Ha(17). Since xenon comprises

a uniforrn

of the total, there will be a very sma1l flow of gas into the

onl.y l0%

chamber

during the xenon addition an<l rnost of the Xe will remain near the

bottom where the entrance to the charnber is located.

2.6.3 LIGHT COLLECTION

lnlhen an energetic He nucleus is stopped in the high pressure I{e-Xe gas

cl-ranber its energy goes into ionizing and exciting the atoms in the

gas, and some of the kinetic energy of the He ends up as light. Since

the statistical variation of t.he photornultiplier output depends on the

number of photons incident on the phoËocathode, good light collectlon

is necessary to obtain goo<1 resolution of the l{e recoil energyô The

object of the light collection system is to geÈ the maximum amount of

such light to the t\¡Io photomultipliers which view the gas

scintillations t,hrough the acrylíc windows' Helium in the gaseous

s¡ate has been used as an analyzex for many years ancl in order to

increase it.s stopping power different inert gases (Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe) have

been added to the helium. The light output has been found to be a

maximum for a mixture of 90% lle and 10% Xe(N058). It is important to

keep t,his in mJ-nd, otherwise one could be tempted to increase the

amount of xenon in order to increase the stopping po\¡Ier of the mixture,

or even use only xenone l{owever, there are t\^/o facts which should be
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nucleus is greater

to a Xe nucleus(from

height for neutron

angle from the

light collection

possible. This is

transferred from a neutron to a

energy transferred from a neutron

see Ëab1e 2"7 below), so the pulse

scattering would be smaller for Xe"

TabIe 2"7

Energy Inc

Neutron
MeV

19"38

22.85

27 .3r

Heli-um Gas Xenon Gas

E

MeV

B.B1

r0 "46

T2"48

E

MeV

10"49

12 .38

r4"82

E

MeV

18"93

22"32

26 "67

E

MeV

o "44

0"53

0.63

Ttris table has been calculated for a scattering
n

polarÍmeter equal to l2O" "

An i.mportant element in obtaining good

Ís to make the wa1ls of the chalnber as reflective as

done by painting the inside walls of the cylinder with a diffuse

reflector paint. On top of tl"ris paint the wavelenglh shif ter is
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deposited. The diffuse reflecting paínt Ís, of course, essential,

otherwÍse the size of the signal fron the photomultiplier for equal

scintillations in Lhe cylinder will depend on position. Another

consideration affecting this coat of reflecting paint is the rise time

of the light pulse which stimulates Ëhe cathode of the photomultiplier"

This should be as short as possible to reduce the background in the

experiment" If the reflectivity of the cylinder were 1007., light could

be reflected many times before entering the acrylíc windows and then

being transmitted to the photomultiplier, and this woulcl adversely

affect the rise-time of the pulse. Thus a compromise has to be reached

between high reflectivity with good resolution and low reflectivity

with good timing characteristics. The reflecËor paint, NE-560 has been

found to be the most suitable for thís purposeô

Since most of the light from the lle-Xe scintillations Ís

in the ultra-viol-et region, which has a greatly reduced transmission

through the acrylic windows and the photomultiplier faces, it is

necessary to convert this light Lo the visible region where the

phototubes are sensitive. This is achieved by coating the walls of the

chamber and the acrylic windows with an organic phosphor able to absorb

the light produced in the ultraviolet region and reemit in the visible

region. The organic phosphor chosen was pp'-diphenylstilbene (DPS).

The walls of the chamber \nrere coated with a 90 Ugm/"t2 ltyu, of DPS

vacuum evaporated and the windows ürere coated with a layer of about
,

45 ilgm/cm- of DPS. These t\,7o quantities seem to be the opt.imum for

evaporation. Another fact that helps to ímprove the resolution of the
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system, by rninirnizing tl-re eff ecË of the noise, is the use of t\47o

photomultipliers in fast coincidence(To74). I^lhen doing this, the gains

of the two phototubes are matched by adjusting the hígh voltage applied

to each"
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2"6"4 STRESSES IN THE POLARIMETER

It. is very importanÈ to know how the different stresses are distributed

in the cylinder under high pressure. The subject has been under

investigation for a long time and the literature is very extensive. I

will give a short description of t.he dífferent stresses, and. the reader

is referred to B.B Muvdi(MuBO) for more details.

Numerous industrÍal applications require the use of

cylindrical containers for either t.he storage or the transmissíon of

gases and liquid. Examples include cylindrícal tanks used for the

storage of gaseous oxygen uncler high pressure and the piping used to

deliver high pressure liquids to hydraulic machines.

Cytindrical containers are generally identified as

11 - I -- - ------1^ ñL^ Ii -&i-^!i ^- L^+*.'^^-
f,'naCK-\^)aIIeCI Of LtlIn-WAIIe(J. pIe.S¡jLII.e Vetjl'eIÈ'ù lllc uIsLIlluLIUtl uELwçErr

these two types of vessels is based upon t.he nature of the

circumferentía1 stress distribution over the thickness of the

cyllndrical vessel t if the varÍation of this stress over the thickness

is such that it may be assumed approximately constant, the cylindrical

vessel is ref erred to as "THIN-I'IALLED" ; if not, it is lcnown as TTTHICK

WALLEDT'" This leads to the following rule of thumb Lo determine the

na¡ure of the vessel. If the diameter of a vessel is t\^renty or inore

times the Lhickness of the vessel it may be assumed to be t.hin-wa11ed"

Accorcling to this criterion \ile may say that. our polarimeter is Ëhin

wal led .

The príncipal stresses defined in a thin-walled vessel
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c

Fig. 2"23 Schematic diagram of the stresses in a

thin-walled cylinder
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are: longitudínal(or), circumferential(o"), and radiaf(or)' see

Lí9 2.23. In general, the radial stress, because of its relative

magnitude, is not as significant a quantiÈy as the circumferential

stress in the case of thín walled cylinders" The longitudinal stlîess,

and the circumferential stress r¡hen the thin-walled cylinder has closed

ends, may be obtained by using expression 2"10, and 2"!I.

2"lOPD-
4t

o JD-
2E

2 "lrc

D Diameter of t.he vessel

t = Thickness of the vessel

Table 2"8 represents the value of t.he stresses calculaterl for differerrt

wall thickness.
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TABLE 2.8

Indeed it is not a problem

but the behaviour of the

to calculate the stresses in the cylinder'

acrylic window under t.hose stresses is very

dif ficult to predict. I,,le overcame this problem by testing windows of

t\nro dif ferent thicknesses, and rnaterials (quattz and acrylic) to fíncJ

IdALLTHICKNESS t=2mm

P 2000 2100 2200 2300 2400

oc
?_5006 26556 27 506 287 57 30007

ol I 2503 13 128 r3753 t437 B l 5003

(f't 2000 2 100 2200 2 300 2400

I,TALL THICKNESS T 3mm

16663 17 497 r 8330 1916 3 19998

833 3 87 4B 9165 9 581 9998

oc

ot

o
T

2000 2 r00 2200 2300 2400
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their failure pressure and then selected the most suitable for our

purposes. The qlrar:-z windows have good optical properties. However' a

2crn thick and 7.5cm diameter quartz window shattered when the pressure

\rüas raised to a value close to 144B0KPa(2l00psÍ) and' a 3cm Ehick

wíndow shattered when t.he pressure r¡ras close to a value of

15B60KPa(23O0psi). The acrylic windows do not have as good optical

properties as the qtrartz window, Ilowever they can stand a higher

pressure which we feel is very important. ' and decided to use it ín the

final design of the Polarlmeter.

The sclntillations fron the polarÍmeter r¡7ere calibrated

usíng a 5"3 MeV alpha particles from poloniun 210 located inside in the

central zone of the polarimeter. Fig 2.24 shoT¡ls the pulse height

spectrum of the alpha source. The energy resolution of the system is

277. FWlflM.

Itisimportanttoknowhowthepulseheightdependson

the gas mixture and the pressure" Experimentally we found the highest

pulse height was obtained when there \^ras pure xenon in the polarimeter"

This can be seen from fig 2"25" The maximum val.ue corresponds to

13B0KPa of pure Xêfìolle llhen we add helium, the pulse height decreases'

Fíg 2"25 summarizes these results.
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aøø Tæø

1

Eíg 2"24 Pulse height of the alpha source
in the Polarimeter.
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Fig" 2.25 Light output in the polarimeter as a function
of the gas mixture (arbit.rary units) "
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2.7 TTiE SUPERCONDUCTING SOLENOID

INTRODUCTION"

lhe method of measuring asymmetries using t\¡/o counters

but not a spin precession solenoid is open to a number of criticisms

assocj-ated with false asymmetries arising from the detectors having

unequal detectlon efficiencies and being inaccurately positioned. The

first criticism can be removed by interchanging the detectors and

remeasuring the asymmetry, but this may introduce a further error due

to inaccurate detector positioning. It is to overcome this error that

the spÍn precession solenoid is use<l. The polarization direction of

the beam is reversed, effectively interchanging the functions of the

detectors; the ttlef ttt becomes the trrighttt and vice versa.

The spin precession soienoi-<i pro<iuces a magnetlc f iel-d

whose axis is lined up with the neutron beam direction. In this way,

the polarization vector is precessed in a plane perpendicular to the

beam dj-rection. The Larmor precession frequency of a neutron in the

magnetic field is

V = gÞ*Hh-l



'..1;19Î 
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T^rhere g = gyronagnetic râtio

u = nuclear magneton

II=magnetíc field

h = Planck's Constant

At a distance 1 from the centre of the solenoid along

the axis the nagnetic field is H(1), The relativistic expression for

the angle of precession A0 ( measured as a fraction of a complete

revolution) of a neutron with the velocity V in travelling through the

solenoi.d is

-1A0 = H(1 )gu.h dr

A0 -r -r rl
H(1)gU*h 'V '( lr-ß'JII 2.r2

the line integral of the rnagnetic field

-æ

+æ

+æ

-æ

0For a precessÍon of lB0

required is

-æ

+æ

F1)dl = hv/2gu*( t-gz¡tfz

A solenoid of length L with n turns/cm and current I amperes produces

an ínt.egrated fiel<1.

+æ

J-æ

H(1)d1 = 4 nL]-/10
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Assuming that the neutrons start and end in low field regions, the

current required to operate the solenoid is

2.L3

Table 2.9 sl-rows Ëhe values of the magnetic f íe1d(at the

centre) and current needed to precess the neutron spin Ehrough

different angles.

TABLE 2"9

r = 5¡1y /4nnlgp*( t*g2¡r z

PRECESSI0N(rtegrees )

90 180

BNERGY

MeV

VELOCITY

10 m/s

Tesla

B I

Amp Tesla

B I

Amp

19" 38 15 "69 4 "ro

22.85 6"70

6"00 2 "02

2 "20 L7 .04 4"40

27 ,3r 7.34 2,2r 18"66 4 "42

3t.38

34.11

37 "22
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a-7, lgp_o1"tr"gri:" due to Er_".g_t _Sgr"qd

If the neutron beam is not monoenergetic, depolarization. occurso As

shown by eqrration (2.12), due t.o neutrons of different velocities

spending different lengths of time in the solenoid ancl being precessed

by different amounts" This depoLarizatÍon is estimated below for two

cl ífferent cases.

2"7.2"I Gaussian Energy Distribution If we ignore the relativistic

l/v. Theneffect, the precession angle A0 is proportíonal Ëo

Au

E

A0

0
I
2

Ancl the average polarization can be written as

-æ f"J=0..-" vLOz /2LO6d^ol
P

J
exp t -AO2 /2A06dAOl

If AO is small, rhen cosÂO = ( I - Sin2AO¡z = ( I - LO2/2)

( LOz/2 )exp(-AO2 /2Aoïd.LO
D -- exp (-AO2 /2\0il d.AOand +1

J
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If

then P=1-

f=

D-

^Oz 

(exp-Ao2 /znof,lao

+^oå

For a precession angle 0 =T, and energy spread AE/E =+57",

AO^= 0.0785 radians, and the average polarizatj.on is p = 0.997, so the-U
depolarization in this case is estímated to be 0"3%" If the precession

angle is 0 = ån, AO = 0.0393 radians and the average polarization is p

= 0"999, ând the depolarj-zation is estimated to be 0.1%.

2"7 "2.2 Rectangular n!9,!cy lietr_ilggg"

In this case the average polarization is given by the expression

+40

cosA0dA0

J
dAO

J, , - ^oz/2)d,^ø

i d^0

Then

P = I - LO2/6
0

For a precession angle o = T, and energy spread of t5%r = 0.0785, the
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average polari.zation p 0.999, anrl the estimate clepol-arizat-ion is 0.1%

Depolarization also occurs for neutrons travelling off

solenoid bore isthe solenoid axis, since the magnetic field across the

not unÍform, particularly at the ends

magnetic field is not parallel wíth

precession out of the correct plane.

Atkinson and Sherwood

depolarizations resulEing from

depolarization depends on the length

A solenoid for which this ratio is

than one for which it is small. For

of the solenoid where the

the solenoid axis, producing

(4t65) have

this cause and

to radius ratio of

large produces less depolarization

a rat.io of 10:1 the depolarizatíon

f ind

the

cal cul at ed

that Èhe

solenoid "

is calculated to be 1.17". This figure is quoted for the situation iu

which the solenoid current has been adjusted to the value given by

equation 2.I3, in which neutrons travelling along the axis are

precessed through 1800. Those travelling off the axis are precessed

by fess ttran 1800 and so the distribution of precession angle about
n

180" is asymnetric. The dependence of the depolarization on coil

geometry (Lla) calculated by Atkinson and Sherwoo<l was done for a

particular trajectory defined by r=0.8a (a is the beam radius) and

Ø = ¡t/4 accordlng to these calculatíons serious depolarization is

confined to small values of L/a (1ess than 5; l,-length of the

solenoid). In the case of our solenoid the ratio L/a =10"8 and in

consequence no serious depolarÍzation occurs.
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2.7.3 DESCRIPTION OF THE CRYOSTAT

The cryostat is

inch diameter room temperature

of horizontal conf iguration having a tT¡/o

bore concentric wÍth t,he main body. The

outer vacuum case is constructed from polisherl staí.n1ess steel with

anodised duralumin end flanges in which the copper bore tube ís located

with shouldered flanges and sealed with "0" rings " T\uo stacks extend

vertícally above the main boc1y. One contains the demountable curre-nt

lead and the other the helium syphon entry and helium leve1 probe

connections (fig 2.26). Between these Ëwo are two smaller

nitrogen fíller and vent tubes. The vent tube

also has a 90

supports the

0 elbow fixed

tubes, the

ele ct ronics

to it tofor the nitrogen level meter, and

prevent damage to the leads

electronics.

connectÍng the level probe to Ehe

The helium container is support-ed fron t\do tbin-walled

o+oinlaac otaal na^l¡o *ioinn ¡a¡+*ol1rr fn +Lô å^ñ 
^f 

fl'^ or-nlr^ lTrL^
LvI, vr-

helium container is enclosed by a gas cooled shiel<l supported from the

necks; it is wrapped in superinsulation 5crn thick over its diameter

and ends. The helium can contains the magnet, syphon entry cone ancl

two integral helium leve1 probes, one beíng a spare" Electríca1

connections to t.he magnet i"e current leads and superconducting swÍtch

heater leads, are macle via a connector located at the base of the staclc

A (fig 2"26)" The plugs are mounted on the lower end of a thín wa11ed

sl-ainless steel Èube which forms the demountable leado Thís can be

removed once the magnet has been energised and hence reduce the helium
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boil-off" At the top of this lead there is a ten pin connector, with

the connections to the swítch heater, and a 60 amp co-axial terminal

for connection of the current lead* Helium filling/removal and

nitrogen precooling are aided by the addition of an entry cone located

at the base of the stack B.

2.7 .3 "I MAGNET

The solenoid is wound from rnultifil-arnentary niobium-titanium

superconductor, conprisj-ng a ful1 length coil section with a large

fixed compensati-ng coil at each end giving a long flat profile on axis.

The magnet is designed to operate with a minimum helium 1evel of one

third of the contai,ner diameter i"e 7.60 cm (corresponding to 30% on

the helium l.evel probe). This is acbieved by having all the joints and

swi.tch below this minÍmum level; con<luction through the magrÌet former

anci superconductor maintains che temperature at 1+o2K. À

superconducting switch is supplied and connected across the magnet to

allow persistent mode operation at any field value up to 7 tesla"

The magneË is ful1y protected from quench damage by 6

l/2 ohm x 60 ü/att resistors- one across each uninterruptecl winding

section" These resÍstors are mounted as hígh as possible inside the

helium can and wÍ1l be out of the liquíd for the major part of the hold

time being gas cooled ciuring a quench"

Fig 2"27 is a profile of a calculated magnetic field

along the axis of the solenoid.
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2"7.3.2 MAGNET SPECI}'ICATIONS

TABLE 2. IO

CRYOSTAT

Max overall length

Max diameter

Max overall height

room temp bore tube

diam

Max helium volume

useful helium volume

max/useful nitro.

volume

*Helium boi.I-off

Nitro. boil-off

xHelÍum hoid time

Nitro" hold time

ilelium boil-off

with lead inserted

Helium boil-off wlth

full current in lead

6B2mm

48Bmrn

970 rnur

50. Bmm

l5.B litres

8.5 litres

10"4 litres

40 t 5 cc/ï-¡r

150 cclhr

7.8- l0.l days

2"8 clays

(300 cclhr

(700 cclhr
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TABLE 2.11

MAGNET

Max central field 7.0 tesla

Current for max

Central field

*'tHomogeneiLy

Amp/testa

Tesla/amp

Stored energy at

fu11 field

10"4 litres

54.8 Amps

- )/"

7 "83

0.128

35 Kjoules

Switch heater current 50-60 mA

Switch heater

res Í.s tance 100 ohms

:t Static boil-off with demountable lead removed

It:t 57. of central field over 18 cm axis (-9cm +9cm)
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CITAPTER l

ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENT
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3"1 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The collection and online analysis of data during the experímenÈ was

performed using the data acquisition and analysÍs system "XSYS",

acquired from Triangle Universities Nuclear Laboratory(TUNL), This

acquisition system !,/as r^Tritten for t.he Vax II/7SO computer and now is

routinely used in our -laboratory. Some of the capabilities of the

current rrXSYSil commands are briefly described be1ow.

1. Allocate memory for data storage

2" Sort data during the experiment

3. I{rit.e data areas from memory to disk or tape files for storage

purposes

4. Allows addition, subtraction or transfer of d1:Êferent data areas

5. Compute background in spectra

6. Create one dimensional graphic dísplay of data areas

7. Defines regions of interest in the data areas by settíng different-

ga tes

8. Transfer data between VAX/VI4S files and XSYS data areas

n
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9" Read data areas from disk or tape files to memory

10. Calculate area, centroid, and variance of gates in a specified data

atea

11.. Create a graphic display of two-dimensional data

12" Allocate and manipulate gates for two-dimensional data areas

13. Transfer one data area into another

The sorting algorithm for each subprocess is determined

by the EVAL-code written for each experiment

3.1.1 EVENT ANALYSIS LANGUAGE (EVAL)

EVAL is an event analysis routirre for sorting clat,a from online ADC or

from event-by-event disk or tape files. Sorting multi-parameter data

consists of many repetitlons of a simple sorting algorithm" This

algorithm normally consists of some sequence of numeric manipulations

wit.h various spectra being incremented according to the results of the

test. EVAL provides a language which is broad enough to allow these

algorithms to be easily specified. It is also si.mple enough to allow

the compiler to generate code which executes qulte quickly. EVAL

provides a mechanism for interfacing wit.h the XSYS data structures

which contain the appropriate spectrum and gate arrays. A series of

windows can be set from within the EVAl-routine. The object of these

windows is Èo select from the incoming events only those lying within
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t.he windo\^r to generate nevl spectra" The ability to call a Fortran

subroutine from within EVAL is also provided"

' During the experíment spectra are displayed on a VT100

retro-graphics terminal using two different programs DISPLAY, and TDD

( Two Dimensional Display) " Display has provisions for fitting

backgrounds, computing areas and setting gates for one dimensional

s pect ra . TDD contains s imilar f unct ions f or ope rat ing on tr¡lo

dimensj-onal spectra. Gates for the EVAL Routíne can be set from these

programs o

The electronic set-up produces a set of B raw specËra

during the experiment. Table 3'1 is a summary of all these spectra
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TABLE 3. I

SPECTRIIM

3"1.1"2 The Structure of the EVAl-routine

AREA

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

RF-TAC

HPH

TAC-LEFT

TAC_RIGHT

LPH

RPH

LPSD

RPSD

Time of Flight from the neutron

production target to the gas

Polarimeter

He-Pulse height in the gas

Polarimeter

Gamma and Neutron Time of Flight

from the Pol-arimeter to the left

Det ecto r

Same as above in the ríght channel

Pulse Heieht lef t Detect,c¡r

Pulse Ileight right I)etecl-or

Pulse Shape discrirnination in the

left Detector

Pulse Shape <liscrÍmination in the

right channel

In terms of the EVAT, language, an event consists of eight words. Each
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of the spectra of table 3.1 represents a word" The Eval-routine then

reads these words, stores them

words and increinents

t.he Eval-rout ine. The

on tape and performs

if the r¿ords f ulf ill

of t.es ts imposerl is

rlifferent tests on

the requirements of

símilar for the

is performed i-n the left an<l right

the neutron events must satisfy the

spectra

number

neut.ron and gamma events and

channels. In order to be selected

following tests:

1. Left or right PSD v/s pulse height winclow test

2" The left events must be within the windor¡r set in the left Tac, Left

PSD ancl left pulse height

3" The events must be wlthin the window set in the RF-Tac spectrum

The same number of tests is performed in the right channel. The gamma

eveot-s are trea-ted in the sa-ue fashïon.

Inle norv will consider some of the most important spectra obtained

them produced by the electronics set-up<luring the experiment, some of

and, some produced by the Eval-routine.

3.2" TIME OF FLIGHT SPECTRA

3.2"I TIME OF FLIGHT FROI"I THE TARGET TO TT{E POLARIMETER

Fig 3"1 llustrates the time

target to the neutron polarimeter" Time

because \^re startecl the TAC on the signal

of flight from the

increases from rí-ght to

13c

left,

andfrom Ëhe He polarimeter
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stopped on the signal coming from the R"F. The baclcground is periodic

wit.h a period of 35.11 ns. This is because the beam arrives from the

cyclotron in bursts at the rate of once every 35,11 ns" The peaks

overlap due to the complex structure of Ëhe beam" The shaded peak

centred in channe I 5I7 corresponds to the neutrons leaving I 3, in ,r"
1t

ground state (isobaric analog state of "C)n The next peak to the

left corresponds to the 3.51-3"55 excited stâtes. The sma1l peak

centred in channeL 376 is a gamma peak" The timÍng resolution in this

case is 1"03ns FIIIHM" A stop pulse is applied only every other R"F

cyc1e, so that the time of flight spectrum íncludes two beam bursts.

AA' and BB' correspond to the neutron and gamma gates set in this

region. By setting these gates, we irnpose the conditíon thaÈ only the

events within the gate will be anaLyzed. The energy resolution

calculated for this Ëirne of flight spectrum in the best case is equal

fa lifìfìIfa\/ I'I^IHM an'1 in f?ra r^r^raf ^oêô ic ôd'ra1 f^ I ÁM-\I on,l iogYuGr!'vrlgv'

typically lMeV"

3¿:Z rrME 0F FLTGHT FROM rHE POLARTMETE4 T! IgE s!2E pETECIO&9

Fig 3"2" ilustrates the time of flight from the heliurn

gas polarimeter to the side detectors " Zero on the time axis

correspon<ls to those scintillations occurring simultaneously in the

polarimeter and side detector. To the lefL are those occurring l-ater

1n the detector and to the right, earlier. The peak to the right of

the neutron group corresponds to gammas from t.he same beam burst, hle

see t\^ro tttrue coíncídencetr peaks superimposed on a background of
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ttrandom coincidencestt. The raLe of true coincidences varies directly

as the beam current but the rate of random coincidences varies as the

square of t,he beam current. The maximum beam current which can be

tolerated, and hence the running time required, ís determÍned by the

râte of random coincidences. In consequence one should reduce the

random coincidences electronically as much as possible. This will

result in minimum running time for a given statistical accuracyn The

raÈe N*r of random coincidences appearing in a time window 'r of the

TAC3 spectrum is given by:

N* = 2tNoolNdur

where N , is the effective count rate of the polarirneter and N,pol det
is the ef fect,ive counti.ng rate of the detectors. *d", i" recluced by

the use of the pulse shape discrimination technique and by the

^Li^l li-= aÎ L_ ---r---_l L-- -1 .,--1 -_ÐtlrcrurLrË,o ,tpol satr De r.euuçeu t)y llleatl$ Or ptrllje tleIBIIL

discrimination and time of flighr informatlon from the carbon target to

the polarimeter" Since the t,ime of arrival of neutrons at the

polarimeter always bears a fixed time relation to the machíne RoF,

placing a window on the appropriate peak in the TAC/+ spectrum (using

TSCA1rin fig 2"L2) permits the use of the polarímeter pulses which

occur at t.he tirne of arrival of neutrons alone. This technique should

discriminate against gammas from the production target. The fact \^re

sti1l have gammas in the TOF means that those gammas have been produced

in the polarimeter" CC' and DD' are the neutron and gamma wind.ow set

in this area to further reduce the number of unwanted events" i"ê
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those events that do noË contribute to the yield of neutrons necessary

to calculate the left- right asymmetry" The timing resolution ín this

case is 1.06ns" The energy resolution calculated for this time of

flight spectrum in the best case is equal to 700KeV, and in the worst

case is equal to 2MeV, typícally beíng 1.4MeV.

In constructing the rest of the Líme of flíght spectra

\¡Ie have imposed sorne conditions on the two climensional displays that

have to be fulfilled in order to have only real events included in the

tirne of fJ-ight spectrum. For this reason we will now analyze some of

Ëhose spectra.

3.3 PULSE }IEIGHT IMORMATION

3.3.1 PULSE HEIGHT IN THE POLARIMETER

Fig.3"3 shows the pulse height distribution in the

helÍurn gas polarimeter. A monoenergetic bearn of neutrons will pro<luce

a continuous distribution of pulse heights ranging from zero to some

maximum val-ue corresponding Ëo the maximum r:ecoil energy for that

energy of neutron. A pulse height threshold has been set at channel

I99 and pulses of lower amplitude than this do not appear. AA'

corresponds to the neutron gate set in this region to cut the low pulse

height neutrons. The resolution of the polarimeter \¡ras measured using

a 5.3MeV alpha source(Fig 3"4) ancl is equal to 27%. This corresponds

t.o an energy resolution of 5.23MeV for 19.4OluleV neutrons incident on

Èhe polarimeter and scattered at 1200. The range of the pulse height
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recoil alpha particles in the polarimeter goes from

angles to lMeV in the f orr,rard direction(f or Z7NIeV

on the polarimeter), and is in the range of l0MeV and

the three dífferent incident. protolì energies"

3.3"1.1 PU],SE HEIGIIT SPECTRUM IN TII]I SIDE DETECTORS

Fig 3.5 illustrates the pulse height spectrum i.n the

left and right detectors. The pulse height threshold has been set at

the Compton edge of . 60ao1t"t MeV) source(this corresponds to

channel 44). It is very important t,o set the pulse height threshold in

the proper range. If, for example, the PIl threshold is set below

channel 44 then more events appear to the left of the ground state in

t.he time of flight spectrum(fig 3.1). If the thresholcl is too lowr low

energy neutrons will overlap the ground state of the adjacent cycle"

This situation Ís referred to as ttvrrap-aroundtt and corresponds to

slower neutrons from one bean burst arriving at the detector at the

same time as the faster ground state group frorn the following beam

burst. The detector pulse height threshold must be set just high

enough to reduce the detection efficiency to zeto for neutrons slow

enough to hlrap around. Our seËt.ing eliminates rrrap-around and gives a

goocl detection efficiency for the ground state groupo To produce a

good clean lower cutoff, the pulse heíght threshold \^ras set by means of

the TSCA1 ('lig 2.I2)" AA' ís the neutron gate set in thls region to

include only the highest energy neutron groupc
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3"4 Tt^ÌO DII'IENSIONAL SPECTRA

Fig j.6 is a two climensional representation of heliurn

pulse height versus RF-TAC signal. The structure ís the same as the

singles spectrum for the time of flight from the carbon target. to the

polarimeter" By setting a two dimensional kinernatic locus as indicated

on the graph it is possible to discriminate against the events not

included in this kinematic locus.

Fig 3.7 illustrates a two dimensional representation of

I{eliurn pulse height versus time of flight to the síde deÈectors" The

kinematic locus this time is drawn around the peak so as to include

only those events in a further analysis.

Fig 3"8 is a cornparison of time of flight spectra The

upper curve shows the raw data, while the lower curve results when

neutron events in the side detector are selected. The oeak near

channel 200 in the upper curve

seen in

left in

the lower curve" Note

this

is due t.o gamma-ray events and is barely

that tirne of flight increases to the

these spectra' it is easy to see the

e f fect iveness

diagram" From

of the kinematic and PSD cuts on the

Fig 3.9 illustrates the neutron time

gas polarimeter to the side detectors after

s elected n

data.

of flight from

neuÈron events

the

are

Fig 3"10 illustrates the pulse height spectrum in the

side detectors after the gates of fig 3.3 have been applied"

Fig 3.11 illustrates the neutron Ëime of flight from the
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Fig. 3.6 Two dimensional representation of
pulse height versus RF-TAC

Fig. 3.1 Two dimensional representation
of pulse height versus time of
flight to the side detector (Iower fiS.)
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gas polarimeter

selecting neutron

ground state of

excited states.

to the

events.

t rr,

side detector after imposing all

The shaded peak corresponds to the

the next to the lef t Ëo t.he f írst ancl
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cuts and

neutron

second

3.5 BACI(GROUND

The shield used during the experiment is very effecl-ive in eliminating

the background of neutrons and gammas corning to the side det.ectors

directly from the carbon 13 target. There are however, some

unavoidable sources of background. One of these is the contamination

of the neutron beam by neutrons and gamma-rays created by interaction

of Lhe prirnary beam with the wa1ls of the polarimeter. Another is

caused by the presence in the experimental ar:ea of an ambie-nt flux of

ñôrrf r^ñê arr¡l oâññâ-râ\7ê qrr'cìno frn- inf ôráôf inn nf ñêr1f r^ñê in f ha

walls and floor of the experimental area and from the interactions of

the neutrons with the sh1e1d itself. The time correlation of this flux

with the beam bursts is essentially randomn The effect of this flux is

to cause some accidental coincidences \^rithin the opening of the

coincidence windov/ which must be corrected for.

3.6 THE OFFLINE ANALYSIS

The offline analysis consisted mainly in playing the tapes back,

re-sorting al1 the event.s, checking the gain of the phototube.s by

analysing pulse-height spectra and setting once again the gates and
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Fig " 3.8 Comparison of time of flight spectra. The upper curve
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kinematic loci to furt,her check the data collected during the

experiment "

3"7 EXTRACTING NEUTRON YIELDS

The neutron yield frorn (prn) reactions to the isobaric analog state is

determined by integraÈing the IAS peak in the neutron tirne of flight

from the polarimeter to the side detectors aft.er all the cuts have been

placed and only neutron events have been selected ( Figs 3'11). This

was done by using a computer code which allowed us to fit, one, ttrlo or

three Gaussian dístributions to the spectrum after background

subtraction (if required), using t.he methocl of non-linear least

squares. This $ras generally strai.ghtforward.

3.8 NEUTRON DETECTION EFFICIENCY

The calculatíon of the efficiency of the neutron detectors is generally

done using a Monte Carlo computer codeo IrIe obtained the latest version

of this code from Kent State University. The program has been

described by Cecil(Ce79). A particular application of this code was

the calculation of the efficiency of a cylindrical NE-213 detector

carried out by Raursay(Ra80)" In our experiment, we have used the same

NE-213 cylin<lrical neutron detector of Ramsay(Ra80), so \¡re decided to

calculate t,he efficiency of these detectors using Èhe same parameters.

Because neutrons are uncharged, they are not detected

directly, but rather by means of the charged particles producecl when

they interact with hydrogen and carbon in the organic scintillator.
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Knowing the compositíon of Ëhe scintillator and the light produced in

it by the various charged particles, it is possible to calculate Èhe

fraction of incident neutrons that will produce a pulse height above

threshold and hence be detect.ed. hlhen a neutron enters the detector a

number of things can happen.

l. The neutron can pass through the deËector wiühout interacLion.

2. It can scatter from a hydrogen atomo

3. It can scatter elastically from a carbon atom.

4 " It can scatter inelastically from a carbon atom.

(1) the neutron remains undetect.ednIn case

energy

angle of

In case (2) the kinetic

the proton depends on theE transferred from the neutron to
p

recoil, 0 of the proton through,p

E
p

E co
n

where E- is the initial neutron energy. The scattered neutron may
n

interact with a second atom or leave the detector directly. The recoil

proton is slowed down as it moves through the detect.or by multiple

coulomb scattering from atoms and atomic electronso Some of the atomic

and molecular excitations produced by the stopping of the recoil proton

give rise to scintillations which are detected by the phototubeo It is

found that the light output of the scíntíllator depends in a non-linear

r^ray on the energy' of Èhe proton. This is because the higher the

"20p
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density of ionisation produced around the proton path in E,he

scintillator, the more is t.he scintillation light quenched by transfer

of excitation energy to non-light. emitting excitaLions" Light output

is often specified by quoting the energy E" of an electron whlch

would give the sarne light. output as the proton" Light output for

electrons is much more closely proportional to energy than is the case

for protons because of the relatively lorv densit.y of ionisation

produced by them. The light outpuË of NE-213 for protons is closely

fitted in terms of equivalent energy E. by (Ce79)

Eu = .l[ I - exp(arEna:)J -r a4nn 3

where ^Ir^Zra' and a4 atre constants (-2.83, -0.25, 0.93, and

0.83 respectively, when energies are in MeV). If the proton does not

stop in the detector, but leaves it with kinetic energy E'-r then the

light output corresponding to a prot.on of energy E'O is lost. If

case (3) above occurs, that is, the initial neutron scatters

elastically from a carbon atom in the detector, the light output ís

much lower than in case (2)" This is so first, because the maximum

energy transferrable from a neutron to a carbon atom is on1-y about 147"

of rhe energy of the neutron. Second, the recoil carbon atom causes a

very high density of íonisation quenching" The light outpuÈ of NE-213

for a carbon atom o.[ I MeV, for example, is less than I97" of that of a

prot.on of the same energy, whÍch in turn has about 2O% of t.he output of

a 1 MeV electron"
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3.9 THE PROGRAM

the probability of a given neutron being

the neutron detectiondetector by sirnulating

neutron (and íts products) scatter by scatter

until they are lost or fal1 Eo a negligible energy, Seven interaction

channnels are provided, the n-p channel and six n-car:bon channels,

namely (n,n), (n,np), (n,2n), (nry), (nr3a) and (n,¡¿). The technique

used is a Monte Carlo or random wa1lc calculatíon. In the simulation

neutrons of energy Er. are required to be incident at a random poirrt

on a face of the detectoro The point r at which a given neuLron

interacts in some way with the det,ector is chosen by the Monte Carlo

relation:

t -1nq/ [ N oc (E)+N,-oH (n)l
tofnfltotnc

r¡here q is a random number between 0 and 1, N. and NU are the

numbers of carbon and hydrogen nuclei per unit volume of the detector,

and ofoa and ofoa .ru the total cross-sections for interaction of

neutrons of energy En with carbon and hydroge,n. If the point r lies

outside the detector, the neutron is deerned to be undetectedn If the

neutron interacts instde the scintíllator, the Èype of nucleus (C or H)

j-Ë interacts with is chosen randornly, but always taking account of the

carbon and hydrogen total cross-sections" If the reacÈion is with

carbon, the reacti.on channel is chosen randomly, weighted by the

in<lividual reaction channel cross-sections. The direction of recoil of
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an ion resulting from the lnteraction is chosen randomly base<l on the

differential cross-section for the interaction concerned. The kinetic

energy of the recoil is computed from kinematics and the range of the

ion in the detector material deduced from polynomial fíts to stopping

po\^ter data, A geometrical subroutine determines whether the ion stops

inside t.he detector and the light output of the ion is then given by

eqrration (3) with appropriate coefficients. This procedure is repeated

until typícally 100,000 neutron paths have been sirnulatedn The result

is a pulse height dist,ribution, the area under the curve beÍng

proportional to the probability of detection of neutrons of energy

Err. comparison of t,he output of this code with experimental data

(Ce79) has shown excellent agreement. Fig 3"12 shows computed neutron

detection efficiencies of the above detector for neutrons of energies

between 1.2 anrl j5 Me\/- Tho q1¡r¡ss are 1abe1led by the pul-se height

threshold (below which level scintillation light ís not recorded) in

units of e-l-ectron equivalent energy, MeVee"

Because of fini_te pulse height resolution the pulse

helght spectrum is somewhat more smeared than the theoretical light

intensity spectrumo To simulate the resolution smearing, the program

translates the energy deposited by a monoenergetíc charged particle

into a Gaussian pulse height distribution, the width of the

dj.stribution being determined by the number of phot,oelectrons released.

This number depends on such things as t,he state of the reflector pafnt

in the scintillat,or, the coupling to t.he phototube and the photocathode

itself. The more electrons released by the monoenergetic particle, the
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better defined will be the corresponding pulse heíght. T-he efficíency

of the detector has been calculated to be aroun<l 12% during the

experiment.
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3. 10 ASI'},IMETRY CALCULATION

The asymmetry was calculated usíng Èhe method described by Ohlsen and

Keaton (Oh73) n The essentials of this method ancl its advantages are

presently summarizedo

A beam of polarized neutrons i-ncident upon a helium

target wi11, in general, exhibit an elastic scattering differentÍa1

cross section which is dependent, not only on the angle of deflection

( 0) , but also on the azÍnuthal angle (0 ). This cross section ís

defined as follows:

o ( 0,0) ou(o)[ I + tror(o) n] 3.r

where

1. ou
differentíal cross-secti-on for unpolarize<l beam,

->

P = vector
v

polarization of the incident neutron beam,/-e

3. â = ft*Ê'l¡fuft1 = unir vector normal to the scatterÍng plane,

4" K = unit vector in direction of the incoming beam,

5 K' = unit vector in direcËion of the outgoing beam,

6. A( o,E) analyzing po\À7er of helium like,

In a polarization experiment, tr¡Io

the same polar: scattering angle

detectors are symmetrically placerl at

so that the beam and the centroÍds of
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the tüto <letectors form a plane. The azÍmuthal angle between the two

detect,ors

the rrright

the finite

scattering,

0is then lB0

detectortt, the

size of the

equat ion ( 3. 1 )

One detector is conveniently designated as

other, as the "left detectorrr. If we neglect

detector and also the possibility of multiple

leads to the following relation:

oaf
I T

P A(0)

o = differentialr

N (-0) /N (+0) I

N (-0) /N (+0) + l_

ool+ Y

L I

T+l

where

I cross section appropriate to right detect-or,

2. q = differential cross section appropriate to left detector,I

3" Nr(+O) = number of counts in right detector,
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4. Nl(-0) = number of counts in left detector,

r=O = N(+0)/N(-0)

6. e = asymmetryo

Thus under idealized conclit,ions, if one knows the analyzing po\¡rer

of the incidentAy(0), orìe can readily determine the component

polarization in the directíon n and vice versa.

The actual number of counts recorded in a detector,

N(0, 0), nay be written as follows

N(e,0) = nNoalìEo(O,O) 3"2

Here n, is the number of particles incident on the target. NA is the

number of target ntrclei per square centimeter, Alì is the solid angle

subtended by the deLector and E is the efficiency for detection"

If two dissirnilar detectors are used, or if there are

slight differences in the pulse height requirements whích are set for

the two detection channels, expression 3o2 becomes

Nt(0,0) = Lt = nNCIr Erool I + PAy(o)]

Nr(O,n) = R2 = nNCI2 Erogl t - PAy(e)]

->If we norrr " flip't the polarizat.ion, ire let. p
->

+-p

Nr(O'n) = Rl = n'N'QrEroo[ 1 - PAy(O)]



priues are used to indj-cate that

effect.ive target thickness may not be

form the geometric means

L

= LZ = n'N'02Erog[ I + PAy(O]

the integrated charge

the same for t,he tr^ro runs"

N2(o'o) rrrhere tl"re
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and tbe

If we

= Vtrt, = [nn'NN'CI¡CIrE rr,r]r/2oot PA)v'
1+

1n = {irE L/2
[nn'NN'Q CI EtE2] oo( noo)

and solve for lAr(0) rve find the left-right asymmetry e to be

^ L-R _ PAy(o)

L+R
which is independent of efficiencíes and solid

and of target thicknessangles, of

variations "

relative integrated charge,

Those quantities commom to the two channels, 1.ê n and

N, are averaged over the data accurnulation period so that tirne

fluctuations in the beam current or target density are of no

consequence. 0n the ot.her hand, those quantities which are different

in the trvo channels, E and CI , must not- vary with, time. Dead time in

the counting equipment may be either common to the two channels or not,

depending on the equipment used (dead tirne during the experiment \^ras

around 57")" rf it is not common a correction is requíred" rf we

define the geometric mean of the number of particles detected by

relative detector
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detector I or 2 in the two intervals as N orN we haveI 2

*r =Ér\ = {nn'NN'I 1-(pA)
v

Nz =f2\ = {nn'NN'I I-(pA)2]] Qzoo

zl
ì Ì "CIrooE,

E
v 2

The ratio of these is

N
lur .

f)e a

this ratio provÍdes a check on the performance of

quantity is used to check the stability and to make

nf l" lro oai n nf rha nÈ'^+^-,,.t r i ñ1 i ^r^ -i ñ ^'Fsl -i -^Lryr_LçLÐ vr!rrttg

required to be constant in time if the asymmetry

be accurate.

I
N

That is, monitoring

the apparatus, this

cnf fr^rnro qd irrqfmonf

analysis. ând is

determination is to

2

3.11 STATISTICAL ERROR

The statistical error associated with a measrrrement of the asymmetry is

given by

A I
L+R

t (l - e¡211r,¡2 + (r +e)'(¿o)'l

If AL = L and AR = R as for a single counting interval, the above
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expression reduces t,o

Ae
L R

For the geometric mean L = LrT,, the error is given by

2¿I
+

[L= ]L I
,2

1+
"t

ancl for the geometric mean R = \Fllì2 The error is given by

An =åR I
*1

Thus, the more general error expression of eq 3.3 is required if

geometric means are to be usedo

In measuring the asymmetry care has to be taken of the

error produced by false asymmetry. By false asymmetry we mean that

asymmetry which would stil1 be observed in t,he apparatus if the beam

polarization l^Iere to vanish. This type of error can be eliminated

exactly by a "proper f lip'r, In this case hre assume t.hat the

polarization of the beam is reversed or that t.he analyzer is rotated

through 180 degrees in such a way that the beam direc[ion and position

+ .1
*2
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are held invariant with respect Eo each of Ëhe detectors.

Experiment.ally, such a flip is carried out by using the superconclucting

solenoid. If detector I is at the left and detector 2 is at the ríght,

the yields may be written

1+PA(0+^e
v

R2= N2(6 a A0Z ) = nNEzQz(Ar2,L82)oO(0 + A02)[ I - pAy(o + 
^02)]

\^7here Ael,402, Atl , At 2 denoËe total error quantiEies. If

proper flip is executed, yields in detectors 1 and 2 become

Rt = Nt(o + Â0r, r) = n'N'Er0r(Ar1,A0])on(o +- Aer )t I - pA_.(o + 
^0.)l-{r

", 
= Nz(t a l0Z o) = n'N'8202 (Lrr,A8r)oo(e * A0z )t I + pAy(o + 

^02)l

The important part of this assumption is that the errors in r and g are

correlated wlth the physical detectors and not with their posit,ion in

space" Forming the appropriate geometric means, we have

Nt(O + A0I 0 ) = nNErCIr(Arr, Aor)oo(e {- A0r) [L1= )lI

a
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L

R

=,Ãt {nn' NN' ErErf,lr( Ar 
r, 

Âe
L)ç¿2

Ar ,)oo(el +Aot)oo (0, +ao)x
^0

)o (02 01

t r - pAy(01+ A0r)lt r - pAy(e2+ 
^02)lÌ+

(
2

Ar

I
2

=V*r_*, = {nn'NN'ErErQr(Ar

)l t 1 + PAy(e2+ A02)lÌ

^0

I + PAy(01+ 
^01

I

If we âssume for the mornent that O,

angle in the range 0 * Â0rto 0 + 402

^0
+^01) oO (øz +40)x

is independent of scattering

we have

()
21

ô
2

e =PA
v

L R

L+R

i.e there is exact cancellation of false asymmetry effects" Sj-nce t.he

form of CI v/as not specified in the argument., it, applies to both solid

and t,o gas Larget geornetries. Since A0 l, 402, &r, and M2

\¡rere each arbitrary, one does not even require symmetry ín the

analyzer" Table 3.2 summarises the results of the calculaLions of the

asymmetries for the different energj-es using the method described

above "
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TABLE 3"2

3"12 CORRECTION FOR FINITE GEOMETRY

Because of intensity reasons fast neutron polarization

experiments are usually performed with relatively large scattertng

samples and side detectors. This broad geometry, holever, makes

necessary corrections to the measured asymnetry to account for the

finite geometry of the detectors and the occurrence of rnultiple

scattering in the polarÍmeter. These corrections are generally

performed using a Monte Carlo computer code:tn

In the following pages a summary of the papers of

l4i11er(Mi70), ancl Tornow(To75r77) describing the computer code p.Moso¡

widely used to calculate the correcËions to the experimental asymmetry

due to these two factors, will be given.

The program simulates the actual geomet.ry of the

experiment, traces the scattering hi.stories of thousands of neutrons

ANALYZING

P0I4IER

N /x1 2

MeV

ENERGY ASYMMETRY POLARIZATION

ASYMMETRY

AE

19 "40

22"85

27 .3r

0.3 34

0.340

0"232

0 "367

0" 400

0" 283

0.034

0.035

0.0 l2

0"91

0.8 5

0"82

0. 541

0.595

0 "457
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step by step. The paths are chosen randomly and each neutron is

weighted acording to the probability of its path and, from the

hlstories, gives an estimated multiple-scattering asymmetry for an

incident neutron beam of arbitrary polarization.

*The computer code used i-n t,his work r^ras acquíred from

Karlsruhe by courtesy of llans Klages
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The program takes a first estimate of the neutron polarization and,

using it, estimaÈes by Monte Carlo methocl t.he resulting scattering

asymmet.ryo It t,hen compares this asymmetry with the experilnentally

measured one and produces a ner¡z estimate of neutron polarization:

CX

t)r
r,
Monte Carlo

If tu*O rrd eMonte 
Carlo agree rvithiu 2%, the process stops, data

and graphs are plotted, otherwi"" (P""a)2 í" used as a ner¡r estimate

(P""t), of. neutron polarization for a new iteratíon of the

calculation, gives (t""a)3 and new e Monte Carlo

For dealing with the multiple scatteríng correction, \¡re

need a relation for the poLarlzation vector P' of t.he scattered neutron

in terms of the polarization of the i-ncídent neutron and relevant

scattering parameters. In general, the polarization changes its

direction and magnitude with each scattering aceording to the following

r elat ion

(PesI2 = (P

oÈ' = o,r{(i * ii 'à>â + (1 - P ]t^(ß)
n

->

IP -(Íì"P )íìt)I 1
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where

l. Pt = vector polarízalion of the incident neutron beam,

2. P = Ana-lizing porrer of heliurn

3" P' = polarization vector of outgoing neutron beam,

4" ß = so-called '?spin rotatÍon parametertr of the helium,

5. Drr( Ð = a rotation operator whích rotates the vector operand about

the axís n Lhrough an angle o

Since eq.(3,1) gÍves o Ín term of o¿. The above equation may be used

in the Monte Car,lo program to Lrace the evolution of the polarization

vector fhrough a multiple scattering theory. This is necessary since

the cross section of scattering to\^Iard the ief t- or rrght cietector at

any particular collision is depenclent upon the scalar product (for that

particular collision) of the incident polarízation vector with the unit

vector normal to the scattering plane. To irnplement. the Ì4onte Carlo

program, one needs the unpolarized cross secLion of helium grr, the

analyzing por^7er A, and the rotation parameter $, a1 1 as functlons of

incident energy and scattering angle. The set of phase shifts used ir-t

the program corresponds to values of the incident neutron orbítal

angular momentum of L = 0rI1213r415 and total angular momentum of

J = 1 +I/2" The scattering cross sectÍon is then calculate<l by the

following expressíon
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(f lgl2 + lhl2

where

and

C r/r<> 9p
1=0

o

h=

(0)t(r * 1)sínô exp(iô + tsin6. exp(i6.,)l
L- LT1+1

{r/t¡$r110)sin(ô,* - ô,-)exn{i(ôr+ + 6r-)}

The phase shifts ô.,.* tor ¡ =1+1/2 and ô1- for J = -I/2 are functions

of energy. The coefficients P (O) and Ptla¡ rr" the Legendre and the11
associated Legendre polynomials, respectively.

The scattering asymmetry of the helium is a functlon of

energy and is defined by the relation given by Lepore(Le50):

n /A\ gh* + hg:t

gg* + hh'j.

The rotational parameter ß is deterrnined by

cos$
g;tg - h:th

(g*g + h?th

Irn( gh;" )
súoß

(gg* + h*h)

l-P

(l - P

The collísion density of the neutrons

by t.he Monte Carlo method o The

in the helium scatterer is solved

integral equation for the density
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of particles emerging from a collision in direction inLerval

f¿ is given by che expression

whe re

V(r, [, Q)

.tT(r',r,E',fZl =fir,n) exp[-
IJ

=flf-, ,' ,E',r) )r( ,' ,,i E ,f2') C(E',0',E f) r)dr'dE'dç'+ S(r,E Q)

r - r'
I(S"E)dS'I

c(E"CI,E f)r) llr,E) P(E',Q', E,Q,r)
It(r, E')

-\I " P(E' ,\¿ ;E,í-l,r) = probability densiry that a neutroû having energy E'

and direction CI just prior to undergoing scattering at r will

after scattering have an energy E and a direction

t

3.

rt(r,E')

energy E

S(r,E,CI)

e ne rgy

external

= macroscopic scattering cross section for neutron of

at point. r,

= the density at r of Ë.he source of neutrons of

E and direction l¿ no matter whether they come from the

source or result from the scaËterlng of other neutrons,
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= distance from r' to arbitrary point. along path from

the neutron and its probability of reaching the detector

'r' to fn

At each collision poÍnt the probability of a neutron reachlng each of

the two detectors on subsequent flights is calculated. The product of

Ëhe weight of

in the next

estÍmate is

flight

referred

form an estimate of the flux at the detector. This

f 1ux est imatortt .to as the ttuncollided

The neutron flux at the point r in the detector

result.ing from a collision aE t' in the helium is given by

v(r,E) tr^I 
oG( 

E'+8,

r - rl

(s',E)ds'Ifts'CI )AQ exp [-
U

where

l. I,IO = the statistical weight of the neutron after the collision at

t' ,

2" G(E'+ E, f)+ Q) = the neutron scattering probability per steradian

for changing the energy and direction E', f,)' into an energy and

direction E, fl,
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3. S' = distance from r'Ëo arbitrary point along path from r'to r

4. Y = the noncollision probability for the neutron to leak from the

scatterer in one flighË.

J=

t - Tl

I (sì,n) os'

0

The solid angle AQ subtended by the detector at the collision point in

the scatterer is calculated from the expression

(al2)(hl2)
ACI 4sin -1

LG/2)2+ dl (ulz)z+ d

This expressíon assumes the cylindrical surface of the detectors is

rectangular with dimensions a and b located a distance d from the

collision point in Ëhe scatterero

The energy of Èhe neut.ron scatterecl to the detector is

determined from the neutron energy before the collision an<l the cosine

of the scattering ang1e. The cosine of the polar scattering angle

is cletermi.ned f rom

u- V"Í-ll"r
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where

V = velocity of the neutron before the collision at r' and

CI = the unit vector in the direction from the collision point x'

to the detector r.

The cosine of the scattering angle is transformed to center of mass

coordinates for the calculation of Lhe neutron energy after Ëhe

collision. Iu the center of mass system the cosine of the scattering

angle is

U, = t( V2 - L) + U(A2 - 1 + U2 lÈl/a

where A is the mass of the scatter€rc The energy of the neutron in the

Iab system af t.er t,he co.L.lision in then given by

E = B't I -{2^/(A + 1)2i(r-tj)l

The scattering kernel G(E'+ E, 0'+ f)) involves bot.h an energy and angle

changeo However, the t\^7o quantities E ancl fl are not independent

because at t,he given energy T,' the selection of the scattering

angle, (to hit the detector), also determines the neutron energy E

afÈer the collision. Thus

c(E'+ E, f)' + CI ) = E' [{ 1-( 2^/(A+I>' t C rni) ]g(n'-n SZ ),
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wher:e g( fi -n CI ), the probabílity of scattering through the angle CI is

the following:
211 1T

s(CI + CI) o (0,-o) 

f J" 
(o;o) dodo

00

3.13 THE RESULTS

The program yields the following results:

1. Number of rreutrons detected in each side detector after single,

scatterer along with thein thedouble and triple scattering

corresponding asymmetry values and statistical uncertainties"

2" plot of the spectrum of the energy of the recoil alpha particles in

the polarimeter as a function of the incident neutron energies.

3' same spectrum as above but this tirne projected onto the x-axis"

4 plot of the t\À7o dimenslonal spectra tiue of flight between target

and polarimeter versus helium recoil energy in the polarÍmeter.

5 plot of a projection of the same spectrum onto the x-axis

6. plot of a time of flight spectrum betr¡Ieerr the polarÍmeter an<l side

detectors versus helium recoil energy in the polarimeter"



a plot of a projection of t,he same specÈrum onÈo the x-axis

B. plot of time of
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flight from target to t.he polarímeter versus Èime

the polarimeter to the side det.ectors.offlightfrorn

events are

scat tering

Prelimiuary calculations showecl that triple-scaÈtering

of negligible probability therefore only single and double

are considered"

Table 3.3 represents

and t\^/o collisions

calculated "

the number of counts in both detectors when one

are considered" The standard deviat,Íon is also
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TABLE 3"3

ENERGY

MeV

19.40

22.85

27 .3r

NTIMBER OF

COLLISIONS

I

2

SUM

I

2

SUM

I

2

SUM

NUMBER OF COI]NTS STAN" DEV

L"DETECTOR

0. B 1 27E-05

0.10018-06

0 "8227F,-05

0. /+759E-05

0. 538 6E-07

0.48138-05

0.2516E-05

0.1960E-07

0.25368-05

R"DETECTOR

0. 40558-05

0,82.558-07

0.4138E-05

0.25868-05

0.45428-07

0.263 1E-05

0" 15788-05

0.I7 648-07

0" r5968-05

L"DET.

0.67 168-08

0"20788-09

0.2 28 1E-08

0.4078E-09

0.1544E-08

0.1912E-09

R.DET.

0" 1613E-08

0.6464E-09

0" 12328-05

0,1650E-09

0 "46578-09

0. I 5B2E-09
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The results of the set of calculations after the first iteratÍon are

presented Ín t.able 3.4

TABLE 3"4

ENERGY

MeV

NIIMBER OF

COLLISIONS

ASYMMETRY

CALCUL. AVERAGE ERROR

E-03

EXPERI. ERROR

19 "40

22"85

27 .31

I

2

I

2

1

2

0.3342

0.3 306

0.295 -q

0.293 I

o "229r

0"227 5

0.3306

n-?q?r

0.227 5

+0. 3558

+n - ?10R

+0 "5r24

0.3337

^ 
1.1,^1,

0 "2317

-t-0.0341

-Lrì n?<rl

+0.0 1 23



The values in the first set

required, in consequence

these are presented in table
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of calculations are not witl'rin t,he 2'Á

the program calculates a ner,r set of values,

3"5 and 3.6

TABLE 3.5

ENERGY

MeV

19 .40

22"85

27 .85

NT]I'ÍBER OF COUNTS STAN" DEVNTN,ÍBER OF

COLLISIONS L.DETECTOR R.DETBCTOR L.DET. R. DET.

SUTI

I

SUM

2

I

2_

I

2

SUM

0.81 12E-05

0"9965E-07

0. B2 I 2E-05

aì /, o rìoF-ñ R

0. 54048-07

0.4963E-05

0.25068-05

0.1919E-07

0"25258-05

0.4047E-05

0.83338-07

0.4 I 308-05

^., 
l,^1E'-^Cv a ¿--v Lu v J

0.4430E-07

0"24458-05

0.1576E-05

0.17 298-07

0" 1593E-05

0 " 12778-07

0.6 1 43E-09

^'7.ìallj_aroV' 
' 

JJJÞ WO

0"25778-09

0" 5568E-08

0.436 6E- I 0

0.6452E-08

0.8835E-09

A Qrìá RT¡-r\ôva(jvuJ! v7

0.92038-10

0. 2 5938-08

0.34328-10
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TABLE 3.6

ENERGY ASYMMETRY

MeV

19 "40 +0. 1930

+0.7595

22"85

+0. 5996

27 .3r

Table 3.7 is a comparison between the experimental and

the calculated values of the asymmetry. From t,he tablel¡te can see that

Ehe consideration of the rnultiple scat,tering and finite geometry

produce small reduction in the value of the experimental asymmetry,

less than 17" for 19.40 MeV and 22"85 MeVrand around 2.3% for 27.31 MeV"

The error in t.he calculations are smaller than the error calculated in

the experimental case, because of the large number of neutrons used for

the Monte Carlo calculation (40,000 neutrons),

NI]MBER OF

COLLISIONS CALCUL AVERAGE

E-03

ERROR

I

2

I

2

I

2

0 
" 3343

0.3307

0.3426

0.3399

0.227 B

0.2263

0.3307

0.339 9

o "2263



TABLE 3.7

3.13 to 3"L7, represent a1l

different neutrons groups

calculations "
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the spectra produced by

have been identified by

Figs

Thethe programo

using kinematic

3.14 MORE CORRECTIONS

The asymmetry has been measured and its value corrected for fínit.e

geometry and mult.iple scattering in helirrm, however, other corrections

are necessârlo For example:

ENIIRGY

MeV

19"40

22.85

27 .3r

ASN,IMETRY ERROR

CALCUL.

0 " 3307

0.3399

0 "2263

EXPERIMEN"

0.3 337

0.3404

0 "23t7

CALCUL,tE-03

+0" i930

-r0 
"7 525

+0"5996

EXPER'tE-O I

+0.3416

j-0.3504

+0. I 239

I Scattering from heliuur and xenon"
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2" Scattering from xenon only

3o Scattering from helium and the iron cylinder

4. Scattering from íron flanges, including the window

0f all these corrections, lt is not necessary to

calculate the single scattering from xenon because the recoil xenon

nuclei do not, generate enough light in the scintillator to be detecterl

(the fluorescence yield produced in n-Xe is negligible).

The contribut.ion of neutrons scattered via the cylinder

to Ehe glass window or vice versa is negligible" These events require

triple scattering in the scatterer in order to be detected and in

consequence can be neglected(triple scattering events are of negligible

probability).

l¡le stÍll have the contribution of the following double

scattering processes.

1) He-Xe

2) Xe-He

3) Fe-IIe

4) Ile-Fe

ltre have estimated the contribution of these double scattering events to

the asymmetry calculated

contribution is arourtd 47.

using only single scattering event.se This

for each of the doubfe scattering events¡
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4.1 rIlE _Lrq_u_r!Ì9143_r_YgrIB

4.1. I INTRODUCTION

Liquid helium has been used for many years in the

measurement of neutron polarization (Si61), (8e65), (Pi65) , (Mi66),

(La68), (8i68), The known advantage of a large analyzing por^rer, which

is relatively flat over a wide range of angles ancl energies, makes

helium particularly suited to this purpose. The high energy of the

first excitecl state of heliurn, in additÍon to the fact that the liquid

scintillates under bombardment, completes the evidence for the

desirabillty of liquid helium as a neutron polarization analyzer"

Scintillations generated by neutron scattering in liquíd

helÍum consist of recombination light following the production of

recoiling alpha-particles by neutron bornbardment. These scintillations

have wavelengths in the f.ar ultraviolet and are converted to Ëhe

visible region by means of a wavelength shifter; a fluorescent

material which is deposited on the inner surface of the vessel

containing the liquid heliurn.

Sínce neutron scattering experirnents involve a double

scattering (the first in the production of the neutrons and the second

in the actual scattering), they necessarily lead to low count rates and

high backgrounds" The signal to background ratio can be improved only

slightly by the use of shielding so an alternat.ive means for

improvement must be used" This is achieved using l-he time of flight



technique where the scintíllations

interactions provide the start
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from the liquid helium due to (n, c,¿)

pulse. The stop pulse for a time to

amplitude

of the

converter is

neutron in

provided by the signal produced by the detection

the side detectorso From this information the

neutron flight time is obtaÍned and hence the neutron energyo This

technique reduces considerably the background problem, but is only

feasible if high detection efficiency and good tirning resolution from

the scintillations are obtained.

The liquid trelium to be userl as analyzer is stored in a

cryostat, which must fulfill a number of reqtrirements"

I " rt should maintain an adequate level of 1Í quid helium to al1ow

several hours of continuous runníng. This is important not only

from the economic point of view, but. also because the 1ow count

rates in neutron experiments imply long rrrnníng periods"

2" To obtain adequate neutr:on detection efficiency a compromise must

be made between increasing the size of the liquid scintillation

volume to obt.ain a higher count rate and decreasing the volume so

as to decrease the spread in light collection timesu In aclditÍon,

some care has to be taken t.o keep to a minimum the amount of

material surrounding the helium cell, so that there is a relatively

1ow probability of scattering before the neutron reaches Èhe

s cÍntillator.
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3" The scintillatÍon light should be collected in the most efficient

manner. This is by far the most. important problem. The ideal

situation would be t,o have the photomultiplier close to the liquid

helium, but because of the likelihood of mechanical damage to the

phot.omultiplier and the fact that there is a decrease in pulse

height wit.h decrease in temperat.ure (8i66), this is not desirable"

It is necessary to place the photornultiplier some distance a\,ray

from the helium and to convey the scintillation to the

photomultiplier by means of a suitable light pipe" Further, the

material of the light pipe must be chosen so that the wavelength

shifted light is conveyed efficiently to the phototube.

An existfng liquid polarimeter commissioned originally

by J.Birchall(Bi6B) fulfills t,he requirement of having a high light

collection efficiency, however, the helium boil-off rate is too high"

For this reason $/e decided to redesign t.he polarimeter to lower the

boil-off rate. It was clear that the main design of the polarineter

should stay the sâfirêo However, in or<ler to reduce the temperature

gradient of the light-pipe, the light-pipe should be longer and a

thermal clamp between the light-pipe ancl the stainless-steel tube

supporting Ëhe light-pipe should be made to cool the pipe to liquid

nitrogen temperature at a reasonable distance from the liquíd helium.

This thermal clamp and the addition of a scintillation volume of a

unique design built by Ramsay(Ra80) would make the liquld polarimeter

more efficient"
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4.L"2 rHE _rlriq -rP 39!êLrIårå4

The polarirneter is shown in fig 4.L" In this design the viewing

photomultiplier is coupled to the upper end of a 5.O8cm diameter and

76"2cm long quartz pipe, which stands vertically with its lower end

immersed in the liquid heliun. No wíndows are located between the

liquid and the photomultiplier, and therefore no problems concerning

t.he natching of refractive indices arise in this case, except at the

liquíd heliuur-quartz interface. The photomulËiplier and liquid helium

are contained vrithin Èhe one vessel, the helium being at 4K while the

photomultiplier remains at around room temperature. The 5.O8cm

diameter light pipe is supporled at its lower end by a stainless steel

cradle which comes inÈo contact \,vith the quartz over a small area of

Lhe end face" This fractionally reduces t.he effective diameter of the

cylinder but avoids the impairment of the optical properties of the

qvattz inherent in alternative methods of support. At its upper end

the quartz is optically coupled t.o the photomultiplier by means of

silÍcone rubber potting compound (RTV-602). Spring loading of the

photomultiplier enables this coupling to be permanently preserved, and

allows for thermal contraction and expansion of the light guide and

support. The lower end of the light pipe is coated with a layer of
,

3Otrg/cm- diphenylstilbene (DPS) 
"

Any light entering the pipe from t.he helium at an angle

0- will be totally internally reflected at the side wall at an angle
I

0 as shown in fig 4"2 if.
c
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FILLING ANO BOIL OFF TUBES

NITROGEN RESERVOIR

HELfUM RESERVOIR

ISOANGULAR SCINTILLATION VOLUME

Fig. 4"1 Cross-secLional view of the Iiquid polarimeLer-
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0.'l-

Eig 4"2 Total internal reflection in the light-pipe
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s inO 1 tln
c

Therefore

sin(90:Q

sin0 ncos0
1

sin0 n

r/2

)c

c

2
s in0 ê (n 1)

L

where n is the refractive index of the light guide. A refractive index

great.er than or equal to I.4I1+ ensures total internal reflection. It

is an interesting fact that, any light enËering the light guide through

the side walls cannot leave through the ends if Ëhe total internal

reflection condition (4.1) is satisfied" This light can only leave

through the side walls" This is also valid for the light entering the

ã,t^û+- ^i^^ f-^- +L^ l^^1i..- T.. +Li ^ +Li^ 1i^Lå 1^^--^ +L^
YU@r L¿ Prys rrvul L[rE lrsrruutc rrr LlrrÐ Ldùe Lrrrò trórrL llluÞL Iedvç Lltc

quartz pipe by the oËher end if the wall-s of the light pipe are clean

and not in contact with anything" Ilorrrever, in order t.o prevent the

helium gas from escaping the light-pipe is sealed with an 'r0'r ring near

the top of t.he pipe. This total internal reflection condition is also

lost when the light pipe is coated at one end with a wavelength shifter

as is this case.

The liquíd helium reservoir is containe<l in a vacuum

cbamber, an<l is surrounded by two highly polished copper heat shields

maintained at liquid nitrogen temperature (77K) to cut down thermal

radiation fnto the helium reservoir. The tubes entering the cryostat
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are for helium and nitrogen filling and boil-off" They are l.6cm

diameter to avoid the high boil-off produced by thermal oscillations"

The scintillation volume is bolted to the liquid helium

reservoir and a helium-vacuum seal between the helium reservoir and the

sclntillation volume is provided with a special rr0rr ring made from

indium wi-re n

A narrow rod passes through a rubber "0" ring in t.he top

the helium reservoir. 0n the end offlange of

the rod is

the cryostat and into
2rofitted a Po alpha source. The source can be positioned

below the light guide or be moved away from the guide, allowing a

direct calibration of t.he scintillation spectra. Two carbon resistors

are used to measure the temperature. One of them is located almosË at

the t.op

helium reservo].r " are immersed

to aroun<i

in liquid

?-Kî¿ an<l

of the helium tank and the other on the lower part of the

trnlhen these tr^ro resistors

increases from 2ûû anci 3u0hei-1un the res].stance

3ff¿ respectively.

information about the

Èhan as a temperature

4.2 IIEAT LEAKS

acting as a

the resistance provides

leve1 indícator rather

In general heat may be transferred by conduct,ion, convection and

radiation. In most low-temperature applications, thermal isolation is

assisted by partial evacuation of gas from the interior of the cryostat

so that convection is eliminated. Then the effective heat transfer

takes place by conductj-on through the residual low-pressure gasr

The change in

liquid 1evel,

gauge.

the value of
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conduction through t.he solids tl-rat interconnect the various parts of

the cryostat and by radiation" 0f these t.hree rnajor processes

responsi-ble f or heat conduction at -low temperâtures, that due Èo

conduction by solids can be estimated generally with a fair degree of

accuracy; low pressure gas conduction and racliation transfer may be

estimated r^rith rather less accuracy, the uncertaínty depending on our

laclc of knowledge of the accommoclation coefficient and ernissivity

respect ively.

The main sources of heat-leaks ín the polarimeter are

the following

I Conduction down t.he light guide

2. Conduction dorvn the helium gas around the light guide

3. Conduction do$rn the filling and boil-off tubes

4. Conduction dor,rn t.he central tube

5o Thermal Radiation

In the present design the heat leaks have been reduced considerably by

1" doubling the length of the light-pipe (76.2cm)

placing a liquid nitrogen t.hermal clamp 10cm from the top of the

light-pipe to ensure a low temperature graclient below the claurp

2



3
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increasing Èhe length of the helium filling and boil-off tubes

( B0 " 7cm)

reducing the number of heliurn fillÍng and boil-off tubes from three

to t\,Io

4"3 HEAT TRANSFER BY CONDUCTION

The heat transfer by conduction is calculated using the following

considerations.

The heat flow Q through a solid of cross-section A cm

under a temperature gradient -r')r is given by
rlx

Ö = r(r)etr *
rðx

À(T) is the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity of the solid.

Thus, if the ends of a solid

2

bar of unlform cross-section are at

is no heat gain or loss through thetemperature T., and T,

sides of the bar,

dQ dx

and there

"2
T

z

+
"1 I

dt
T

(r)dr
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2

dQ

dr
À(r)drA

L

Tt

To calculate expression 4.1 one should know the thermal concluctivity

À(r) which depends on the material. Fig 4.3 is a plot of the integral

of Ëhermal conductlvity frorn 4K to temperåture T as a function of T for

stainless steel and fused silica. It is clear that there are tr¡/o

quantities ¡¿hich can be varied in order to achieve a low temperature

gradient along the quartz pipe, the length of the light-pipe and the

lirnits on the integral of À (T)dT. The idea is to make a thermal clamp

somewhere along the quartz pipe to pro<luce a small region of the

quartz-pipe readily at liquid nitrogen temperature(77K). In this

fashion a lolr temperature gradient betT^reen liquid nitrogen and liquid

l-ralitt-l'á-91f\ r^r'í11 ta n¡nlrr¡a¡l- Tf nna non ôñêrlrô tha fl.armq'l n'lamn

will effectively produce such a temperature gradient then one can be

sure t.he boil-off rate of liquid helium will be considerably reducedn

However, from t.he poinÈ of view of light transmission it is not simple

to make a mechanical thermal claurpo I¡Ie already know t.hat. anything in

contact. with the walls of the light-pipe will reduce light transmj-ssion

of the pipe. Taking int,o account all these considerations we concluded

t.hat, a therrnal clamp of the form depicted in f.ig 4.4 will be suit.able.

This thermal clamp is a cooled hellurn gas clamp in a region of 2.54cm

along t.he quartz-pípe. The distance between the qtartz pipe and the

supporting stainless steel tube is 0o5mm. The next question to be
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Fig 4.4 view of the thermal cramp used in the riquid porarimeter
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answered is how far from the liquid helium this clamp should be located

(or how far from the top of the q$artz pipe). Calculations done using

the above formulation are summarized in tabl-e 4.I (these calculatfons

take into account only the quartz pipe whose length is 76cm), Two

different values of the boil-off rate are presented in the table, one

for the liquid helium reservoir ful1 and anot.her for the helíurn

reservoir empty. This is so because of the particular design of the

polarimeter, part of the quartz pipe is immersed in liquid helium when

the he1íum reservoir is full. It is clear from the table that a claurp

located 10cm frorn the top of the qua'rlz-pípe is preferable.
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TABLE 4"1 Heat leak for different clamps

CLAMP AT 20crn FROI'I THE TOP

Líquid Helium

Reservolr

Heat leak

(mw)

L*

(cm)

Boil-off

Rate ( cclh)

Fu11

Enpty

94

74

44

56

r23

98

CLAMP AT 10cr L FROM THE TOP

Full-

Ernpty

77

63

54

66

101

83

* L- Length of the pipe from the clamp to the top of the liquid helium

Table 4.2 shows the results of calculation of heat conduction through

the tubes to the liquid helium for the olcl polarimeter. Table 4"3 are

the same calculations for the new polarimeter. In these ealculations

three cases have been considered.

l. No clamp at all
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2" Clarnp located 20cm belor¡r top of pipe

3. Clamp located 10cm beloÍr top of plpe

TABLE 4"2 l{eat Leak to 1Íquid helium(rnw)

NC = No Claurp

Cl = Clarnp l, located 20cm from top of the quarLz pipe

C2 = Clarnp 2, located 10cm from top of the quartz plpe

RF = Reservoir of liquid heliurn fu1l

RE = Reservoir of liquid helium enpty

Quartz

pipe

Helium

gas

2 Filling

tubes

Centre

tube

Total

with without

quartz pipe

I 230

680

229

258

148

153

101

34

3B

22

119

82

2B

31

1B

356

246

B3

93

53

1 705

1008

340

382

2t9

628

429

t45

t62

93

NC

cl, RF

c1, RE

c2, RF

c2, RE



TABLE 4.3 }leat leak to liquid helium(mw)
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NC

cl, RF

cl, RE

c2, RF

c2, RE

6r5

94

74

77

63

4.4 HEAT TRANSFER BY RADIATION

A perfect black body may be defined as one whi.ch absorbs all ra<liation

falling upon Ít" For such a body the absorptivity "a" and emissivity

E are unity, and so its reflectivit.y ís zotoo

R = l.-e = l- a

For a black body at a temperature T the tot.al radiant energy emitted

per second per unit area is given by

[, = ü4

o is the Boltzmann constant. For two para11el surfaces each of area A

Quartz

pipe

I{eliurn

gas

2 Filling

tubes

Centre

tube

Total

with without

77 60

11

9

9

B

L4

11

11

9

lBB

34

27

2B

22

quartz pipe

Bs3

139

110

r13

93

3r4

59

47

48

39
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2',
and emissivities g and ô

"2
at respective temperatures T and TI

the heat transfer by radiation per unit time is.

4
trt2

4
Q = oA(T T1 )2 c-2- e:e2+c"1

This expressíon has been used to calculate the thermal radiation.

Because of t.he design of this polarimeter, the boil-off

of liquid helium in the system will depend on whether the helium

reservoir is full or empty. The minimum boil-off is obtained when Ëhe

helium reservoir is empty and the helium is contained only in the

scintillation volume. The total heat leak is the sum of t.he heat leaks

due to thermal conduction and the heat leak due to radiation (32.7 mw).

The boil-off rate calculated taking 1n account these t\^7o components is

l93cc per hour(when the liquid heliu¡n reservoir is full) and l65cc per

hour when t.he reservoir is ernpty thÍs boil-off rate will al1ow the

polarimeter to run around 6 hours whit,hout being refilled"

4.5 THE SCINTILLATION VOLIN,IE

The scintillation volume in which the liquid helium is

contained is traditionally either spherical or cylindrical in shape. A

consequence of this is that the scintillation intensit.y as seen by the

phototube for a constant energy deposition in the helium is dependent

on the point at which the scínt.illation originates. This can be

appreciated by considering that the visible light is produced by a filrn

of wavelength shifter deposited on the wa11s of t.he scintillation
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volume and on the end of the light guíde. The amount. of visible light

whÍch is transported to the phototube then depends on the solid angle

subtended by the end of the líght guide at the point on Ëhe film of

wavelength shifter producing the lightn As this solid angle varies

with position on the wall of the scintillation volume, the light

transmission to the phototube can be expected to be position depenclent.

scintillation volumes are usually coat.ed with a diffuse white

reflector, on top of which the wavelength shifter i-s deposíted, to both

decrease this position-dependence and increase light yield at the

phototube. I^Ie have tested a so-cal1ed "isoangular" scintillation

volume(vi82) designed by Ramsay(RaB0), in which rhe solid angle

subtended by the end of the light pipe at a1l points on the inner

surface of the volume is a constant in order to decrease the

position-deoendenee frrrther. The nreserinrion of Gardner and

Carnesale(Ga69) \^/as used by Ramsay(RaBO) to calculate the solid angle

subtended by the end of the light guíde.

The isoangular volume \^7as tested with r 2l0ro

alpha-source (E =5.3 MeV) immersed in liquid argon. The technique used.

in the preparat.ion of lÍquid argon is the one gÍven by Rarnsay(Ra80).

Argon Ís condensed by passing it through 2m of r.27 cm oD copper tubing

arranged in a coil and immersed in liquid nitrogeno A flow rate of two

STP gaseous litres per second (estirnaËed from the rate of pressure drop

in the argon cylinder) is found to be adequate to prevent freeze-up (at

one atmosphere the boiling point of argon is 87.4K and the freezing

point, 83"8 K, so that in liquid nitrogen aL 77K the condensÍng coil can
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easily freeze up) but not so high as to result in feed-through of

uncondensed gâso The lÍquid argon flows directly into the

scintillating volume of the polarimeter.

The wavelength shif ter used r¡ras diphenylstilbene(DPS),
.)t

100 i)g/cm- on the surface of the scintillation vorume and 35 pg/crn"

on the end of the light-pipe (this amount of Dps ís estimated to be

around the optimum quantity to be evaporated in the scintillation

vol'ume as well at ttre end of the light-pipe), evaporated onto a layer

of TiO" diffuse reflecting paint. The alpha source T¡ras attached to a
¿

wire which could be moved in a vertical plane across the scintillation

volume as indicated in fig 4"5. A pulse height spectrum of the

scintillat,ion produced by the alpha source inside the isoangular volume

is depicted in fi-g 4.6. The peak centroid of the scintillation

intcnqifw is nlnffoá cc o f,,n^tinn nf ôlñ1"ô nnn.i+i^* -lñ çJ^ l, 1_--_._--*__/ yvÐrLlvtr f rr r 16 a. t

for both a spherÍcal and an isoangular scintillation volume. It is

seen that the pulse-height response of t.he isoangular volume is

pract,ically independent of the alpha source position" From these

results one carì see that the isoangular volume is distincrly superior

to a spherical one, improving the pulse height resolution of the

polarimeter.
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CONCLUSIONS

A high pressure helium gas polarimeter with rernote controlled filling

and venting sytems has been built, tested and used during the

experiment and is nor,¡ readily available to be used on a routine basis.

The biggest advantage of the gas polarimeter over the liquid heliurn

polarimeter is the fac.t that it can be fil1ed with gas and stored for a

long period of time.

A liquid helium polarimeter has been redeslgned and at

the time of writing these conclusíons is already built and being

tested.

It is important to have the liquid helium as a second

alternative in order to complete the study of the (prn) reaction in the

range of 20 to 50 MeV. At higher energies around 50 MeV there is a

decrease in n-I1e scattering cross section and an increase of Ile-recoil

range, and that calls for a maximum target density, and the density of

liquid-helium is roughly 5.5 times that of gaseous helium at 150 atm.

In the case of the elastic scattering at 50 MeV the range of a maximum

energy He-recoil would be 0"55 cm in liquid helium but 3.0 cm in the

high-pressure gas cel1. Edge effects arising from the finit.e Ëarget

cell size could be excessive with a high-pressure gas cell.

A very reliable Superconducting solenoid (max field 7

tesla) has been tested and used during the experiment.

The

measured at 1200

4nu(r,,,,¡4Huasymmetry in

for three

the reaction has been

differenl- energies. The value of the
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asymmetry has been corrected for finite geometry and multiple

scattering in the target. This is the first set of asymmetry

measurements and more experiments are necessary in the range from 20 to

50MeV" However, the aim of the projecC has been fulfilled, and the

initial objective attained" The polarization of neutrons produced in

tt-,u 13c1p,r)l3tl reaction has been measured by scattering f rom 4He

at 1200.
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